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SUMMARY
The major contributions of this thesis are categorized into three areas: (i) mag-
netic modeling, (ii) optimal performance assessment and (iii) multi-objective design
methodology of the linear permanent-magnet (LPM) and linear variable reluctance
(LVR) motors for manufacturing automation applications. The target application
is to perform repetitive point-to-point positioning tasks on a continuous basis un-
der temperature constraints. Through simplification, the constraint on temperature
rise may be replaced by a constraint on average power dissipation, provided that the
thermal resistance is constant and known.
The basic framework of analysis is first introduced for a class of idealized linear
synchronous (LS) motors, where magnetic saturation and spatial harmonics are ne-
glected, to provide clarity and insight. The physics-based force models for the LPM
and LVR motors, including spatial harmonics and magnetic saturation as appropri-
ate, are then developed. Due to magnetic linearity, the force model of the LPM
motor is derived from the analytical solution of the Poisson Equation. A nonlinear
magnetic circuit analysis model is developed for the LVR motor that includes both
spatial harmonics and magnetic saturation. The accuracy of both force models are
verified by finite element analysis.
Applying those force models, the optimal performance assessment of the LPM
and LVR motors is explored using the mathematical framework discussed for the
idealized LS motors. In particular, the relationship between travel time and travel
distance is characterized in terms of average power dissipation. The performance
assessment methodologies developed here may be applied to any motor technology
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used in manufacturing automation applications.
The multi-objective design optimization problem is then defined and software for
its solution is developed using Monte-Carlo synthesis, the performance assessment
tools and dominance-based sorting. Design results for the LPM and LVR motors are




Linear motors are strong candidates for manufacturing automation applications re-
quiring high-performance direct-drive linear position control. Unlike rotary motor
drive systems, linear motor drive systems do not require rotary-to-linear transmis-
sions, such as belt or screw; hence they usually provide higher performance [1, 2].
The motivating application for this research arises in the context of manufacturing
machines that must perform point-to-point positioning tasks on a continuous basis.
In particular, the performance of linear motors in periodic single-axis positioning
tasks is often limited by thermal considerations [3]. Regardless of the type of electric
motor being used, productivity is increased by reducing travel times, but this requires
larger forces, larger current flows, greater heat production, and hence higher coil
temperatures. Since coil temperatures must be limited to ensure the integrity of
the coil insulation materials and to avoid structural damage, there is a limit to how
fast the positioning tasks can be performed. Elaborate cooling systems are typically
undesirable since they would add mass and complexity to moving bodies.
Therefore, it is a well-motivated goal to attempt to optimize the achievable (ther-
mally limited) cycle time for periodic motions by a combination of motor design and
control design, with an emphasis on magnetic characteristics, excitation waveforms,
motion profiles and temperature constraint, so as to reduce the need for (or demands
on) a cooling system.
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1.1 Temperature Rise
In general, detailed thermal analysis requires accurate evaluation of losses and the
solution of partial differential equations (the Heat Equation coupled with Navier-
Stokes Equations). However, for purposes of introducing the relationship between
losses and temperature rise in repetitive motion applications, a motor may be regarded
as a homogeneous body exhibiting a capacity for thermal energy storage and cooled
by convection [4]. The mean surface temperature ϑ is governed by the power balance
CpMt
˙̃ϑ + ChAtϑ̃ = p, ϑ̃ = ϑ− ϑ0 (1)
where p is the power dissipation sourcing heat flow, ϑ0 is the ambient temperature,
Mt and Cp are the mass and specific heat of the material experiencing heat flow, At is
the surface area normal to the direction of heat flow, and Ch is the coefficient of heat









determines the steady-state temperature Θ according to
Θ = lim
t→∞




Suppose the thermal resistance 1/ChAt is essentially constant as would be the case
with strong fan-based cooling. Then, according to (3), a constraint on Θ is essentially
equivalent to a constraint on P[0,∞).
Suppose that the time interval [0,∞) is partitioned by time instants Ti > Ti−1 for











i=1 (Ti − Ti−1) P[Ti−1,Ti]
TN − T0 (5)
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from which it follows that
P[Ti−1,Ti] = P, ∀ i ≥ 1 ⇒ P[0,∞) = P (6)
In other words, if a motor performs an infinite sequence of tasks and the average
power dissipation associated with each task is identical and equal to P , then the
choice P = ChAt(Θ− ϑ0) will guarantee that limt→∞ ϑ = Θ.
This analysis has established the relationship between average power dissipation
and temperature rise for repetitive motion systems, under the simplifying assump-
tion that thermal resistance is constant and known. As a result, the constraint on
temperature rise may be substituted by a constraint on average power dissipation to
reduce complexity.
1.2 Linear Motor Technologies
The available linear motor technologies can be classified in similar fashion as their
rotary counterparts, as shown in Figure 1. The linear motor technologies chosen for
this research are linear synchronous (LS) motors with concentrated windings. Before
proceeding with the discussion further, a few terms should be defined. The motor
part that contains windings with current flow to create electromagnetic flux is called
active, whereas the other motor part across the air gap is called passive (wound-
field motors are not considered). The moving part (active or passive) is called the
translator and the stationary part (active or passive) is called the stator. Linear
motor technologies with brushes (DC motors) or any mechanical contacts such as slip
rings generally are not suitable for repetitious manufacturing automation applications
because of the wear and tear that require regular maintenance or replacement of the
brushes. Furthermore, linear induction motors use currents on both sides of the air
gap, which adds another source of undesired heating. Therefore, the brushless LS













Figure 1: A classification of linear electric motors.
Excluding hysteresis and wound-field synchronous motors, the brushless LS motors
(and their rotary counterparts) can be divided into two major categories according
to the construction of the passive side and resulting force production mechanism [2]:
• Permanent magnet (PM) material to produce PM alignment force
• Ferromagnetic material with saliency to produce reluctance force
LS motors can be designed to use either mechanism or a combination of the two to
produce the total force. Well-known LS motors in the literature that use only PM on
the passive side are brushless DC motors and sinewave PM motors [5, 6]. LS motors
that only generate reluctance force are known as variable reluctance (VR) motors,
synchronous reluctance motors or switched reluctance motors [7]. Several LS motors
are designed to produce significant magnitudes of both PM alignment and reluctance
forces, for instance Sawyer motors [2, 8], interior PM (IPM) motors [9, 10] and hy-
brid PM stepping motors [2, 11]. The LS motors in this document are categorized
according to their force production mechanism and referred to as LPM, LVR and
LH motors for linear permanent magnet, linear variable reluctance and linear hybrid
motors, respectively. A diagram of representative configurations of these LS motors
with active translators considered in this research is shown in Figure 2. Note that
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the reverse designs (active stators) of these LS motors are also possible. Tradition-
ally, VR machines have used concentrated windings whereas PM machines have used
distributed windings. However, recent studies show that motors with concentrated
windings produce lower heat loss and have the advantages of modularity and reduced
construction cost [12, 13, 14]. As a result, two variations of LS motor technology with
concentrated windings, namely LPM and LVR motors, are emphasized in this study
to limit the scope of the research.
1.3 Research Objectives and Literature Review
Since electric motor design is a multi-objective optimization problem, the primary goal
of this research is to develop a computer-based design tool for the design optimiza-
tion of three-phase LPM and LVR motors for repetitive point-to-point positioning
applications under an average power dissipation constraint. This goal gives rise to
the following requirements:
• Magnetic modeling of LPM and LVR motors
• Optimal performance assessment of LPM and LVR motors as a basis for com-
parison between candidate designs
• Multi-objective design optimization methodology
Although a variety of techniques have been reported in the literature to address some
of these issues, no research has been conducted to address all aspects in the context
of maximizing productivity for manufacturing applications. Note that a recent re-
search area called integrated design optimization [15, 16, 17] refers to a methodology
where plant and control system are fully coupled and simultaneously optimized dur-
ing the design process. In this research, the control system is used only to assess the





















Figure 2: Variation of linear synchronous motors with concentrated windings: (a)
LPM motor, (b) LH motor and (c) LVR motor.
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1.3.1 Magnetic Modeling
In order to pursue the solution to the motor design problem, all relevant phenomena
must be mathematically modeled. Magnetic modeling of electric motors may be
based on the analytical solution or numerical solution to the Maxwell Equations.
When an accurate analytical solution is too complex to derive, a numerical method
is usually employed. Two widely used numerical tools are the very accurate but
computationally expensive finite element analysis (FEA) [18, 19] and the less accurate,
but computationally efficient magnetic circuit analysis (MCA) [20]. MCA has been
a popular method for modeling various types of motors with saturating material,
such as rotary PM motors [21, 22] and rotary VR motors [23, 24]. A model of the
LPM motor using the analytical solution of the Poisson Equation is reported in [25]
and will be adopted in this research. The model of the LVR motor using MCA
was first reported in [26] where spatial harmonics and magnetic material saturation
are neglected. The comparative studies of the LVR motor using MCA and FEA
were then presented in [27], but only spatial harmonics and ideal magnetic material
with low current excitation levels are considered in that work. An FEA model of
the same motor was later reported in [28] that includes high current excitation levels
and saturable magnetic material; however, simultaneous multi-phase excitation is not
studied.
1.3.2 Optimal Performance Assessment
Optimization is required to assess the optimal performance of different candidate
motor designs. The target application of point-to-point position control under average
power dissipation constraints is somewhat related to time-optimal control problems
[29, 30]. Although the subject of time-optimal control has a long history, the problem
of maximizing the productivity of motors under average power dissipation constraints
has not been widely investigated.
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A representative approach to minimum-time position control design in single-axis
systems is described in [31]. This work considers a rigid load driven by an idealized
PM synchronous motor, and the goal is to design a time-optimal control for point-to-
point positioning that considers the combined motor/load dynamics and magnitude
constraints on the motor’s voltages and currents and on the maximum allowable
jerk. However, this recent work completely ignores the role of temperature rise as a
limitation in positioning applications.
Less closely related works in rigid-link robots performing repetitive tasks with
average power dissipation constraints are found in [32, 33] for the multi-axis case
with permanent-magnet brush-commutated dc motors, and in [34] for the multi-axis
case with separately-excited brush-commutated dc motors. These works focus on a
different class of motors and the suggested numerical techniques are not suitable for
nonlinear devices like VR motors.
Another topic related to the optimal performance of motors is optimal commuta-
tion where system dynamics is neglected. This subject focuses on the optimal design
of excitation currents with or without a constraint set. Two optimal commutation
problems, maximum force control and minimum-copper-loss force control, are studied
in [35] for the LPM motor with cubical current limit and 3/6-wire connections. The
fundamental idea of this work will be investigated and applied for motor performance
assessment in this research.
1.3.3 Multi-Objective Design Optimization
The proposed motor design problem is distinctly different from traditional design con-
cepts as outlined in [36, 6, 7, 11], specifically in regard to the positioning time goal
and average power dissipation constraint. In fact, the traditional design approach
involves the use of expert knowledge or past experience, intuition and skills of the de-
signers themselves. To assist with the computational burden, computer-aided design
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(CAD) tools are usually employed. Traditional CAD tools [37, 38, 39, 40] make use
of specialized computing software to simplify the task of predicting the performance
of a given design candidate. Although users of such software benefit from a conve-
nient interface and powerful simulation capabilities, they must still choose the design
parameters themselves. In addition, the use of expert knowledge can potentially limit
design creativity, and may lead to sub-optimal results.
Much less common is software that automates the selection or refinement of ma-
chine design parameters through the use of optimization techniques, namely single-
objective [41] or multi-objective [42] optimization. Single-objective optimization relies
on the notion that optimal designs are those that minimize some scalar objective func-
tion. A limitation of that notion of optimality is the need to handle multiple design
objectives in heuristic fashion, such as pre-specifying appropriate weighting factors to
balance those objectives. After all, this method yields just one design solution that
closely depends on the non-obvious choice of those weighting factors.
Since electric motor design involves several design objectives, the multi-objective
optimization technique is naturally more suitable. The advantages of this approach
are that (i) design synthesis does not rely on expert design rules or past experience
that can limit design creativity and may lead to sub-optimal results; and (ii) opti-
mization provides many candidate designs along with important trade-off information
between different objective functions for comparison.
The overall design strategy based on multi-objective optimization involves the
repeated use of a three-step procedure of synthesis, analysis and optimization, sum-
marized as follows.
Synthesis
Synthesis of designs can be achieved using stochastic search methods [42, 44] such
as Monte-Carlo (MC), genetic algorithm (GA) or particle swarms (PS). All of the
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stochastic search methods have the advantage that they generally cover the entire
space of design parameters and therefore do not get stuck at local extrema.
MC synthesis is essentially an unguided random synthesis with design parameters
determined from a range of possible values using a uniform probability distribution.
Examples of motor design results based on MC synthesis include [45, 46] for induction
motors and [47, 48] for VR generators.
GA and PS are population-based synthesis methods in which guided random syn-
thesis occurs according to principles inspired by nature. Both GA and PS are capable
of generating results faster than MC, but their implementations are also more com-
plex. Examples of motor design results based on GA synthesis include [49, 50, 51]
for PM motors and [52, 53, 54] for VR motors. Although [51] studies the same LPM
motor topology considered in this thesis, a different set of objectives, which is not
directly related to manufacturing applications, is being optimized in that work. A
design result based on PS synthesis is reported in [55] for transverse flux PM motor.
Analysis
Analysis of a candidate design is just the evaluation of performance objectives using
mathematical models. As pointed out earlier, a primary design goal is to maximize
productivity; hence optimal performance assessment must be implemented at this
stage to determine all objective functions of each candidate design. Note that an in-
dividual objective function may be based on a single-objective optimization problem.
Optimization
Those designs that have been successfully synthesized and analyzed are subjected to
dominance testing. Since many design objectives are considered, the performance
of a given design is not simply summarized as a scalar value that may be directly
compared to the corresponding scalar value of another competing design. Instead, the
objective function is vector-valued and the concept of multi-objective optimization is
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used to determine dominant designs for the optimization process.
The objective of the overall design process is to create a database with a substantial
number of dominant designs, through the repeated application of synthesis, analysis
and optimization. The set of dominant designs will reveal the location of Pareto-
optimal frontiers where the optimal balance of objectives is achieved on the trade-off
curves. On a Pareto-optimal frontier, designs cannot improve one objective without
degrading another.
1.4 Thesis Outline
In summary, the objectives of this research are to develop (i) magnetic models of the
LPM and LVR motors as shown in Figure 2(a) and 2(c), (ii) the optimal performance
assessment methodology to maximize the productivity under average power dissipa-
tion constraint as a basis for comparison between different candidate designs and
(iii) the computer-aided design tool based on multi-objective optimization concept
for manufacturing applications.
The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 first derives the
mathematical model of idealized LS motors where spatial harmonics and magnetic
saturation are neglected. Using that model, the remainder of Chapter 2 explores the
solutions of the point-to-point positioning optimal control problem under power dis-
sipation constraints and two related optimal commutation problems with the role of
spherical/cubical current limits and 3/6-wire connections fully considered. Analytical
results are derived for some simple cases and a numerical method is presented and im-
plemented for all cases of the idealized LS motors. The use of idealized representation
provides clarity and invaluable insight to predict the solutions for the “real” motors.
Chapter 3 develops the physics-based models for the LPM and LVR motor where
spatial harmonics and magnetic saturation are now included. Using those models,
the optimal performance assessment of the LPM and LVR motors for manufacturing
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applications is explored in Chapter 4 using the mathematical frameworks discussed
in Chapter 2. Chapter 5 presents the multi-objective design optimization of the LPM
and LVR motors using tools described in Chapter 4. Chapter 6 summarizes the thesis
and discusses future research directions. Supplementary materials related to motor
modeling and design are provided in Appendices A and B. The thermal analyses of
the LPM and LVR motors are finally presented in Appendices C and D, respectively,
to demonstrate how the effective thermal resistance can be derived.
1.5 Contributions
This research resulted in the following major contributions:
1. Analytical solution to the problem of minimizing travel time subject to average
power dissipation constraint when idealized PM and VR synchronous motors
are used for continuous point-to-point positioning with spherical current limit
and 3-wire connection.
2. Numerical solution to the problem of minimizing travel time subject to average
power dissipation constraint when idealized PM, VR and hybrid synchronous
motors are used for continuous point-to-point positioning with spherical/cubical
current limit and 3/6-wire connections.
3. Numerical solution to two optimal commutation problems (maximum force con-
trol and minimum-copper-loss force control) for idealized PM, VR and hybrid
synchronous motors with spherical/cubical current limits and 3/6-wire connec-
tions.
4. Explicit model of the LPM and nonlinear MCA model of the LVR motor from
their physical specifications.
5. Optimal performance assessment of LPM and LVR motors based on the solu-
tions of the optimal position control and optimal commutation problems.
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6. Multi-objective design optimization of LPM and LVR motors for manufacturing
applications.
7. Thermal resistance models of the LPM and LVR motors.
Some of these contributions have been published in the form of conference papers
[56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62].
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CHAPTER 2
OPTIMAL CONTROL AND OPTIMAL COMMUTATION
2.1 Introduction
This chapter explores the optimal control problems arising in manufacturing applica-
tions involving point-to-point positioning tasks. If performed repetitively, point-to-
point positioning requires continuous motive forces and hence continuous excitation
currents, which in turn generate heat and result in temperature rise. Productivity is
increased by reducing travel times, but this requires larger forces and hence higher
average power dissipation. Since temperature rise is directly related to power dissi-
pation, there is a limit to how fast the positioning tasks can be performed before the
system becomes overheated.
In this chapter, for the sake of clarity, only 3-phase synchronous motors are con-
sidered and these are limited to their idealized representation in transformed variables
[63] where spatial harmonics and magnetic saturation are neglected. All three types
of such motors are included in this study: permanent magnet (PM), variable reluc-
tance (VR) and hybrid. Magnitude limits may be imposed on the current vector as a
whole or on the current vector components individually, and the phase windings can
be interfaced to a power source using a 3-wire or 6-wire connection. Consequently,
there are four possible current constraint sets, each of which is included.
In order to maximize productivity subject to a limit on acceptable average power
dissipation, an optimal control problem [29, 30] is formulated. The general optimal
control problem specializes for each of the permutations described above. For the
simplest cases, this problem is solved analytically; in all cases, a numerical method is
used to approximate solutions of this problem.
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A static optimization problem called optimal commutation [35] is proposed as a
simple alternative way of assessing performance limits of electric motors. Two types
of optimal commutation are investigated: (i) maximum force control for determining
the motor’s continuous force limit corresponding to some given current limits and
(ii) minimum-copper-loss force control for determining current profiles that produce
a desired force and minimize power dissipation with or without current limit. These
two optimal commutation problems are formulated and solved for all four possible
current constraint sets (when applicable) described above as well.
The optimal control and optimal commutation problems will be used to assess
optimal performance of electric motors from their physical specifications in the sub-
sequent chapters.
2.2 Idealized Models of Linear Synchronous Motors
The mathematical models of LS motors are derived under the idealized assumptions
that spatial harmonics and magnetic saturation are negligible. As discussed in Chap-
ter 1, only three-phase LS motors with active translators and concentrated windings
are considered and all three variations of LS motors, namely LPM, LVR and LH mo-
tors are taken into account in this derivation. According to Figure 2, the conventions
applied for this modeling are as follows:
• Phases 1, 2 and 3 are labeled from left to right.
• Positive moving direction is from right to left.
• Direction of positive current is as indicated in Figure 2.
• The position x = 0 is the equilibrium position at which the translator rests
when some positive current is applied only to phase 1.
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2.2.1 Dynamic Model
According to [63], the voltage equation of the LS motor is
v = Ri + dλ
dt
(7)
where v is the vector of voltages applied to the coils, i is the vector of currents, λ is










where R is the phase winding resistance. Assuming magnetic linearity, the flux linkage
is given by
λ = λs(x) + L(x)i (9)
where x is mechanical position of the translator, λs is the source flux from the PM
arrays and L is the position dependent inductance matrix. For an ideal perfectly




















where λm is the maximum flux produced by the PM pole pair and τ is the PM pitch
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where Ls is the average self inductance, Ms =
1
2
Ls is the average mutual inductance,






τ , for LPM and LH motor
pt , for LVR motor
(13)










where the first term is due to magnetic alignment mechanism and the second term is
due to the magnetic saliency in the air gap. For the configurations shown in Figure 2,
cogging force is not present.
2.2.2 Reference Frame Transformation
A change of variables may be introduced at this stage to eliminate the dependence on
position x to further simplify the model. This operation is purely for mathematical






































maps physical variables into a new reference frame according to









where σ̃ is a vector of the so-called d-axis, q-axis and 0-axis variables for voltage,
current or flux, and σ is a vector of the original voltage, current or flux variables.
Note that S is orthonormal and hence its inverse is equal to its transpose. Application
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of this transformation to the voltage and force equations results in













v0 = Ri0 (19)
where (vq, vd, v0) and (iq, id, i0) are the q-axis, d-axis and 0-axis components of
voltages and currents, respectively; Ld and Lq are given by




Lq = Ls + Ms − 32Lm (21)





The force function is given by
f(iq, id) = Kaiq + Kriqid (23)







Kr = α(Ld − Lq) (25)
Note that the dependence on position x has been completely eliminated from (14),




The position control problem considered here involves a frictionless single-axis motion
system. The motive force is provided by a synchronous motor, constructed from
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linear magnetic materials with geometry that yields spatially sinusoidal magnetic
characteristics. The dynamic model is
Mẍ = f(uq, ud) (26)
where x denotes position, M is the moving mass, and the force function depends on





Kauq , PM motor
Kruqud , VR motor
Kauq + Kruqud , hybrid motor
(27)
where Ka is the alignment force constant, Kr is the reluctance force constant and
uq/d are the q/d-axis current command components. The point-to-point positioning

























where T is the travel time and X is the travel distance. In (26)-(27), the actual
currents iq/d have been replaced by the current command signals uq/d to reflect the
use of high-gain current loops which result in iq/d ≈ uq/d.
Recall from (16) that the current variables appearing in (26), along with another
current variable u0 known as the 0-axis current component, are related to the phys-
ical currents (u1, u2, u3) flowing through the three phase windings by a coordinate
transformation of the form
















uT u dt (30)
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= ũT ũ (31)
for all x. Hence, in terms of the current variables used in (26), average power dissipa-
tion is proportional to the integral of ũT ũ; this fact will be exploited in the formulation
of the minimum copper loss control problem.
2.3.2 Current Limits
The physical currents u must necessarily be limited; an ultimate limit is imposed by
the power source, but another more-restrictive limit is imposed by the controller to
guarantee safe operation. There is more than one way to introduce the current limit
U imposed by the controller. If the limit is imposed on the current vector as a whole,
then a spherical limit set
Us := {u : uT u ≤ U2} (32)
= {ũ : ũT ũ ≤ U2} (33)
is obtained; when expressed in terms of ũ, the boundaries of Us are independent of x.
If the limit is imposed on the current vector components individually, then a cubical
limit set
Uc := {u : |uj| ≤ U, j = 1, 2, 3} (34)
= {ũ : |Sj(x)ũ| ≤ U, j = 1, 2, 3} (35)
is obtained, where Sj(x) denotes the jth row of S(x); when expressed in terms of ũ,
the boundaries of Uc depend on x.
Figure 3 illustrates the geometrical representation of Uc with respect to ũ, for
x = 0, x = p/6 and x = p/3, where p is the motor pitch. The tilted cube rotates
about the u0-axis by angles 0
◦, 30◦ and 60◦. Figure 4 shows the cross sections in the
dq-plane corresponding to different values of u0. At u0 = 0, the cross section is a
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regular hexagon; for |u0| < U/
√
3, it is a hexagon; for |u0| ≥ U/
√
3, it is a triangle;
and for maximum value |u0| = ±U
√
3, it is a point.
2.3.3 Wiring Connections
Three-phase synchronous motors have three phase windings and hence six wire ends
for interfacing to a power source. From the perspective of power source design, a 6-
wire connection is more versatile but a 3-wire connection is more economical. The 3-
wire connection requires the free wire end from all phase windings to be interconnected
as a floating node, so in this case the currents are confined to the set
U0 := {u : u1 + u2 + u3 = 0} (36)
= {ũ : u0 = 0} (37)
Considering Us, the dq-plane cross section is circular, and its radius is maximum at
u0 = 0; when ũ ∈ Us the choice u0 = 0 is advantageous for producing large forces
with small losses, and the use of a 3-wire connection would not be a restriction.
Considering Uc, however, the dq-plane cross sections favorable for producing large
forces generally correspond to u0 6= 0, e.g. the “largest” cross section generated by
sweeping x corresponds to |u0| = U/
√
3; this type of operation requires a 6-wire
connection, and also contributes an additional component to losses, so when u ∈ Uc
the optimal excitation is not easily determined.
2.3.4 Current Constraint Sets
In summary, with two types of current limits and two types of wiring connections,
































































Figure 3: Cubical current limit set rotating at 0◦, 30◦ and 60◦ about the u0-axis for
U = 1 A.
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Figure 4: Cubical current limit set in dq-plane at different values of u0 for U = 1 A.
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⋂ U0 , vector limit with 3-wire
Us , vector limit with 6-wire
Uc
⋂ U0 , scalar limit with 3-wire
Uc , scalar limit with 6-wire
(38)
According to (33) and (35), Us and Uc have been defined in terms of a common
parameter U such that Us ⊂ Uc. Hence, U = Uc represents the least restrictive case.
2.4 Optimal Control Problem
2.4.1 Minimum Time Control
The minimum possible travel time T?, along with the associated average power dissi-





subject to (26), (28), ũ ∈ U (40)
Although the solution of this problem gives the minimal possible travel time T?, it will
be shown later that this also results in the maximum average power dissipation P?. If
the allowable average power dissipation is restricted to P < P? to limit temperature
rise, then the problem formulation given below is more appropriate.
2.4.2 Minimum Copper Loss Control
Since T? is the minimum achievable travel time for given values of M , Ka, Kr, U and
X, there will be infinitely many solutions to the positioning problem if T > T?. For
this case, the objective here is to find the unique solution, from among all possible
solutions, that minimizes T subject to an equality constraint on P . Direct solution
of this average-power-specified time-optimal control problem would require that the
motor dynamics be augmented with an additional state equation to account for the
equality constraint on P .
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In this research, an alternative solution method is pursued in order to avoid the
need for augmenting the motor dynamics and, consequently, adding dimension to the
associated two-point boundary value problem. For fixed values of M , Ka, Kr, U and
X, all possible solutions to the positioning problem are characterized by points located
within a feasible region of the (P, T )-plane. The boundary of the feasible region is
defined by the function Tmin(P ) or the function Pmin(T ), depending on the assignment
of independent/dependent axes. These functions define the same boundary and are
related by
Tmin(P ) = P
−1
min(P ) , Pmin(T ) = T
−1
min(T ) (41)
Consequently, the approach taken here is to solve the minimum average power dissi-
pation optimal control problem with any fixed T > T?, for which the dimension of the
associated two-point boundary value problem is minimal. Solutions of this problem
are located on the above-described boundary and, consequently, are also solutions to
the average-power-specified time-optimal control problem.







ũT ũ dt (42)
subject to (26), (28), ũ ∈ U (43)
for fixed T > T?.
Analytical and numerical solutions for (39)-(40) and (42)-(43) are obtained for
different cases as summarized in Table 1.
2.5 Analytical Solutions
2.5.1 Time-Optimal Control with Spherical Current Limit
First, the minimum possible travel time T?, along with the associated average power
dissipation P?, will be obtained by solving the optimal control problem (39)-(40) with
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Table 1: Methodology Used to Solved Optimal Control Problems
Motor Minimum Time Control Minimum Copper Loss Control
Type Us
⋂ U0 Us Uc
⋂ U0 Uc Us
⋂ U0 Us Uc
⋂ U0 Uc
PM X © © © X © © ©
VR X © © © X © © ©
Hybrid X © © © © © © ©
X= symbolic and numerical results © = numerical results only
ũ ∈ Us
⋂ U0. By letting x1 = x and x2 = ẋ, the Hamiltonian function










= − λ1 (46)
with solutions of the form
λ1 = c1 (47)
λ2 = c2 − c1t (48)
where c1 and c2 are constants. Pontryagin’s minimum principle states that the optimal
control minimizes H subject to ũ ∈ Us
⋂ U0 so the optimal control will be the signum





(+uq?, +ud?) , λ2 < 0
(0, 0) , λ2 = 0







































(+U, 0) , λ2 < 0
(0, 0) , λ2 = 0
(−U, 0) , λ2 > 0
(52)











, λ2 < 0






, λ2 > 0
(53)
when Ka = 0 for the VR motor.
From (48), λ2 and hence uq can change signs at most once and thus its possible
sign sequences are {+}, {−}, {+,−} and {−, +}. The geometry of the possible
trajectories, constructed in the (x1, x2)-plane using (26), leads to the conclusion that
the only valid sign sequence for uq is {+,−} and the switch point occurs at x1 = 12X
or, equivalently, at t = 1
2
T?. Therefore, the piecewise-constant optimal control may

















(0, 0) , otherwise
(54)













(0, 0) , otherwise
(55)

























(0, 0) , otherwise
(56)
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The average power dissipation is given by
P? = RU
2, for PM, VR and hybrid motor (59)
If (uq, ud) ∈ Us
⋂ U0, then T? is the minimum possible T and P? is the maximum
possible P . Furthermore,
lim
U→∞
T? = 0 , lim
U→∞
P? = ∞ (60)
for all three motors.
2.5.2 Minimum Copper Loss Control with Spherical Current Limit
In this section, the symbolic solutions are developed only for the PM and VR syn-
chronous motor for (42)-(43) with ũ ∈ Us




















= − λ1 (63)
with solutions of the form
λ1 = c1 (64)
λ2 = c2 − c1t (65)
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where c1 and c2 are constants. Pontryagin’s minimum principle states that the optimal
control minimizes H subject to (uq, ud) ∈ Us
⋂ U0. The two cases are considered
separately.
2.5.2.1 PM Synchronous Motor











, |λ2| < 2MRKaT U
(−U, 0) , λ2 ≥ +2MRKaT U
(66)
From (65), and the symmetry about x1 =
1
2
X and t = 1
2
T required due to boundary











, t ∈ [Ts, T − Ts)
(−U, 0) , t ∈ [T − Ts, T )
(0, 0) , otherwise
(67)
where 0 ≤ Ts ≤ 12T denotes the duration of saturation at the beginning and end of










, t ∈ [0, T )
(0, 0) , otherwise
(68)
Since control saturation may or may not occur, two cases must be considered.

















If T ∈ Ts then the control will be saturated, whereas if T ∈ Tu then the control will
be unsaturated. The two cases may also be distinguished according to the value of














If P ∈ Ps then the control will be saturated, whereas if P ∈ Pu then the control will
be unsaturated.
The result of applying optimal control (67)-(68) to (26) is most conveniently de-



















, T ∈ Tu
(71)
where α(T ) ∈ [1
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, P ∈ Pu
(72)








,∞) for P ∈ Pu. The only
undetermined parameter in (67)-(68) is Ts and, in order to guarantee x1(T ) = X, it














, T ∈ Ts
0 , T ∈ Tu
(73)
Using (67)-(68) with (73), the resulting average power dissipation (42) directly eval-
uates to
Pmin(T ) = P?α(T ) (74)
Making use of the relation (41), inversion of (74) leads to the corresponding result
Tmin(P ) = T?β(P ) (75)
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Although derived indirectly, (75) provides a means to evaluate the minimum possible
travel time for a desired travel distance subject to the requirement that specified
average power P is generated. According to (3) and (6), the result (75) also provides
the minimum possible travel times for an infinite sequence of motions consistent with
a specified steady-state temperature.
It is also of interest to determine the nature of solutions in the limit as arbitrarily
large excitation currents are permitted. If U is increased sufficiently then the optimal
control will never saturate, so the above general results cover this case as a special

















Unlike the limiting results of the time-optimal control given in (60), the average-
power-specified time-optimal control leads to finite and nonzero limit values for P
and T .
2.5.2.2 VR Synchronous Motor












, λ2 ≤ −2MRKrT






, λ2 ≥ +2MRKrT
(78)
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From (65), and the symmetry about x1 =
1
2
X and t = 1
2
T required due to boundary











, t ∈ [0, Ts)







, t ∈ [T − Ts, T )
(0, 0) , otherwise
(79)
where 0 < Ts ≤ 12T denotes the duration of saturation that occurs at the beginning
and end of motion.
The result of applying optimal control (79) to (26) is most conveniently described
in terms of functions that depend on T? and P?. These functions are defined by
















The only undetermined parameter in (79) is Ts and, in order to guarantee x1(T ) = X,





Using (79) with (82), the resulting average power dissipation (42) directly evaluates
to
Pmin(T ) = P?α(T ) (83)
Making use of the relation (41), inversion of (83) leads to the corresponding result
Tmin(P ) = T?β(P ) (84)
Although derived indirectly, (84) provides a means to evaluate the minimum possible
travel time for a desired travel distance subject to the requirement that specified
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average power P is generated. According to (3) and (6), the result (84) also provides
the minimum possible travel times for an infinite sequence of motions consistent with
a specified steady-state temperature.
It is also of interest to determine the nature of solutions in the limit as arbitrarily
large excitation currents are permitted. As U is increased the optimal control will
continue to demand saturated rectangular current pulses, but their height will be
increased and their width will be decreased. In fact, the effect of increasing U on the
























2 + δ(t− T ) 12
)
(86)
Despite the impulsive nature of the limiting currents, the corresponding limits for
















Unlike the limiting results of the time-optimal control given in (60), the average-
power-specified time-optimal control leads to finite and nonzero limit values for P
and T .
2.5.2.3 Comparative Results
The results of the time-optimal control and average-power-specified time-optimal con-
trol for PM and VR synchronous motors are compared in Figures 5-10. The param-
eters are selected to be: R = 5 Ω, U = 5 A, M = 1 kg and (Ka, Kr) = (4 N/A, 1.6
N/A2), which result in both motors having the same maximum force of 20 N.
Using relationships (75) and (84), the trade-off curves T (X,P ) between the mini-
mum travel time and the desired travel distance operating at different allowable power
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dissipation levels are shown in Figure 5. Note that T? is implicitly parameterized by
X from (58), and is achieved by dissipating the same maximum power P? = 125 W by
both PM and VR motors according to (59). The presented power dissipation levels
are selected to be at (100%, 75%, 50%, 25%) of P?.
The current trajectories for both PM and VR motors at X = 0.05 m are shown
in Figures 6-7, and the forces produced by such currents are plotted in Figures 8-
9. Notice that at P = 31.25 W (i.e. 25% of P?), the currents are not saturated
for the PM motor, whereas VR motors always operate using saturated currents. In
this particular example, the PM motor requires smaller travel time T when the same
power dissipation P < P? is permitted.
The optimal trajectories are plotted in Figure 10. The constant velocity (x2)
periods of the VR motor correspond to the duration of zero force production during
the “cruising” stage.
2.6 Numerical Solutions
A numerical method is presented here to solve (42)-(43) when the force function f
and/or current constraint set U are too complex to determine the symbolic solution.
2.6.1 Numerical Method




L(x, u) dt (89)
subject to ẋ = F (x, u) (90)
x(0) = x0 , x(T ) = xT (91)
u ∈ U (92)
which covers (42)-(43) as a special case. Approximate solutions may be computed
by formulating a nonlinear programming problem using collocation [64, 65, 66]. Tra-
jectories u(t) and x(t) are approximated on a mesh 0 = t1 < t2 < · · · < tN = T
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Figure 5: Minimum travel time for desired travel distance plots of time-optimal and
average-power-specified time-optimal results using spherical current limit and 3-wire




















































Figure 6: The trajectories of uq (solid) and ud (dashed) for X = 0.05 m for PM




















































Figure 7: The trajectories of uq (solid) and ud (dashed) for X = 0.05 m for VR












































Figure 8: The trajectories of f(uq, ud) for X = 0.05 m for PM motor using spherical












































Figure 9: The trajectories of f(uq, ud) for X = 0.05 m for VR motor using spherical
current limit and 3-wire connection.
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Figure 10: Optimal trajectories for X = 0.05 m for PM and VR synchronous motors
using spherical current limit and 3-wire connection.
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with spacing hj = tj+1 − tj, such that ûj ≈ u(tj) and x̂j ≈ x(tj). The nonlinear
programming problem will iterate the vector
y =
[
ûT1 · · · ûTN x̂T1 · · · x̂TN
]T
(93)
and u(t) and x(t) will be recovered by interpolation. For u(t) the interpolation formula
u(t) ≈ ûj + t− tj
hj
(ûj+1 − ûj), tj ≤ t ≤ tj+1 (94)










, tj ≤ t ≤ tj+1 (95)
To guarantee that x(t) interpolates to computed values x̂j at t = tj, it is necessary
to impose the constraints
c0,j = x̂j (96)
c0,j + c1,j + c2,j + c3,j = x̂j+1 (97)
To guarantee that x(t) satisfies the differential equation at t = tj, it is necessary to
impose the constraints
c1,j/hj = F̂j (98)
(c1,j + 2c2,j + 3c3,j) /hj = F̂j+1 (99)
where F̂j = F (x̂j, ûj). Solving the combined system of constraint equations leads to
c0,j = x̂j (100)
c1,j = hjF̂j (101)
c2,j = 3(x̂j+1 − x̂j)− hj(F̂j+1 + 2F̂j) (102)
c3,j =−2(x̂j+1 − x̂j) + hj(F̂j+1 + F̂j) (103)
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u(tc,j)≈ 12 (ûj + ûj+1) =: ûj+ 12 (104)
x(tc,j)≈ c0,j + 12c1,j + 14c2,j + 18c3,j =: x̂j+ 12 (105)
ẋ(tc,j)≈
(













) =: F̂j+ 1
2
(107)















, j = 1, . . . , N−1 (109)
x̂1 = x0 , x̂N = xT (110)
ûj ∈ U , j = 1, . . . , N (111)
where L̂j = L(x̂j, ûj). This numerical method was implemented in MATLAB with
Optimization Toolbox to solve the derived nonlinear programming problem.
2.6.2 Numerical Results
Numerical solutions of (42)-(43) for T > T? are obtained for four cases of U . The
parameter values are chosen as follows: M = 1 kg, X = 0.05 m, p = 0.01 m, R =
5 Ω, U = 5 A, Ka = 4 N/A for the PM motor, Kr = 1.6 N/A
2 for the VR motor and
(Ka, Kr) = (1.238 N/A, 1.238 N/A
2) for the hybrid motor. The force constants are
chosen such that each motor has the same maximum force of 20 N for ũ ∈ Us. The
numerical method uses N = 41; due to discretization, it is unable to reproduce the
jump discontinuities in current known to characterize the analytical solution for the
VR motor with ũ ∈ Us.
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Table 2: Spherical Current Limit with 3- and 6-Wire Connections
P [W]
T [s] PM Hybrid VR
0.125 38.4473 48.9770 50.4405
0.120 45.2691 54.9892 56.3573
0.115 53.7847 62.5023 63.7484
0.110 64.9417 72.3381 73.4401
0.105 81.0885 86.6096 87.4481
0.100* 125 125 125
* Analytical results.
Plots of position, velocity, force and currents for each synchronous motor, with
ũ ∈ Us and either 3-wire or 6-wire connection, are shown in Figures 11-13. Both
3-wire and 6-wire connection yield identical results. All three motors accelerate and
decelerate with constant ripple-free forces, but otherwise the shape of the force tra-
jectory depends on the type of motor. All the motors operate with u0 = 0 which is
consistent with previous discussions. Values of average power dissipation P < P? for
various values of T > T? are listed in Table 2. In this case, for any fixed T , the VR
motor generates the most heat and the PM motor generates the least heat.
Plots of position, velocity, force and currents for each synchronous motor, with
ũ ∈ Uc, are shown in Figure 14-16 for 3-wire connection and in Figures 17-19 for
6-wire connection. The 3-wire and 6-wire results differ from each other, with higher
peak forces for the 6-wire connection. In both cases all three motors accelerate and
decelerate with nonconstant forces exhibiting ripple, and the shape of the force tra-
jectory depends on the type of motor. Values of average power dissipation P < P?
for various values of T > T? are listed in Tables 3 and 4 for the 3-wire and 6-wire
connections. For any fixed T , ũ ∈ Uc yields lower cost than ũ ∈ Us, and ũ ∈ Uc with
6-wire connection yields lower cost than ũ ∈ Uc with 3-wire connection. These results
are consistent with previous discussions. For any fixed T , with ũ ∈ Uc the VR motor
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Figure 11: Position, velocity, force and currents for PM motor using spherical
current limit with 3-wire or 6-wire connections.
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Figure 12: Position, velocity, force and currents for hybrid motor using spherical
current limit with 3-wire or 6-wire connections.
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Figure 13: Position, velocity, force and currents for VR motor using spherical current
limit with 3-wire or 6-wire connections.
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Table 3: Cubical Current Limit with 3-Wire Connection
P [W]
T [s] PM Hybrid VR
0.110 64.1113 63.7530 61.7573
0.105 77.2233 71.9397 69.1315
0.100 93.8916 81.9955 78.1598
0.095 116.6171 95.0292 89.7284
0.090 151.9896 112.3206 104.6511
0.085 - 137.2831 125.2064
Table 4: Cubical Current Limit with 6-Wire Connection
P [W]
T [s] PM Hybrid VR
0.110 64.1113 62.8830 60.3468
0.105 77.2233 70.5193 67.0976
0.100 93.8864 79.6731 75.1880
0.095 116.1864 90.8084 85.0090
0.090 148.3871 104.6864 97.0913
0.085 201.8867 122.5108 112.4806
generates the least heat and the PM motor generates the most heat.
Solutions to the time-optimal control problem (39)-(40) are approximated by solv-
ing (42)-(43) as follows. First, a sufficiently large value of T is chosen so that the
nonlinear programming problem will converge. Then successively smaller values of T
are chosen and the nonlinear programming problem is run to check for convergence.
This procedure repeats until convergence fails to occur, and T? is approximated by
the previous value of T in the sequence. The results obtained using this method
are listed in Table 5. The tabulated results using ũ ∈ Us are reasonably accurate in
comparison with the analytical results; approximation errors in P? are less than 5%.












































Figure 14: Position, velocity, force and currents for PM motor using cubical current












































Figure 15: Position, velocity, force and currents for hybrid motor using cubical












































Figure 16: Position, velocity, force and currents for VR motor using cubical current












































Figure 17: Position, velocity, force and currents for PM motor using cubical current












































Figure 18: Position, velocity, force and currents for hybrid motor using cubical












































Figure 19: Position, velocity, force and currents for VR motor using cubical current
limit with 6-wire connection.
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Table 5: Time-Optimal Control
Sphere Cube
3-wire* 6-wire 3-wire 6-wire
PM:
T? [s] 0.1001 0.1001 0.0857 0.0807
P?[W] 119.30 119.30 241.28 339.42
Hybrid:
T? [s] 0.1001 0.1001 0.0790 0.0673
P?[W] 120.83 120.83 216.12 326.15
VR:
T? [s] 0.1001 0.1001 0.0766 0.0647
P?[W] 120.83 120.83 221.66 331.27
* Analytical results are T? = 0.1 s and
P? = 125 W for all three motors.
2.7 Optimal Commutation Problem
The commutation problem is concerned with the relationship between force and ex-
citation current. Since there are three phase currents (for a three-phase motor) that
combine to produce force, there are many combinations of currents that produce a
desired force. Hence, this force control problem may be posed as an optimization
problem to determine the optimal commutation strategy.
Two types of optimal commutation problems being investigated here are: (i)
maximum force control problem for determining the motor’s continuous force limit
corresponding to some given current limits and (ii) minimum-copper-loss force control
problem for determining current profiles that produce a desired force and minimize
power dissipation with or without current limits. These two optimal commutation
problems are formulated and solved numerically for 3-wire or 6-wire connection with
spherical or cubical current limit. Analytical solutions are also presented for select
cases to provide insight and clarity. The optimization results indicate that cubical
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current limit and 6-wire are preferable if the goal is to maximize the range of ripple-
free and/or average force, or to produce force with minimized losses.
2.7.1 Maximum Force Control
The first optimization problem considered is the maximum force control problem
for determining the maximum force at any given position within current limit. The
problem is stated for each x ∈ [0, 2p] as
maximize ±f(ũ)
subject to ũ ∈ U
(112)
where the sign of the objective function is chosen to match the desired force sign.
Note that the statement of the problem would be meaningless if current limit is not
included because the motor, as a force source in theory, can produce an infinite force
output if infinite current inputs are given. The solution to this optimization problem
has application in time-optimal control because it provides the continuous maximum
force corresponding to a given continuous current limit.
Let the solution of the maximum force control problem be denoted by (ũ∗(x), f ∗(x)).
Three quantities of interest derived from the corresponding solution are maximum
smooth force Fs, maximum average force Fa and maximum overall force Fm. Maxi-











f ∗(x) dx (114)





In particular, Fs and Fa are considered to accommodate a range of applications. Force
ripple may be a concern in some applications, in which case the smaller measure Fs
would be appropriate. In other applications, the significant responses may be driven
primarily by average rather than instantaneous force, in which case the larger measure
Fa would be more appropriate.
Numerical results have been obtained for the same three types of synchronous
motors with the maximum force of 20 N for ũ ∈ Us, p = 0.01 m and U = 5 A. Numer-
ical solutions of (112) are obtained for four cases of U . Numerical optimization was
performed using MATLAB with Optimization Toolbox. The plots of corresponding
physical currents are calculated by (29).
Plots of force maximizing currents and resulting (positive) force for each syn-
chronous motor, with ũ ∈ Us and either 3-wire or 6-wire connection, are shown in
Figures 20-22. Both 3-wire and 6-wire connections yield identical results and the
maximum force for all cases is 20 N as expected.
Plots of force maximizing currents and resulting force for each synchronous motor,
with ũ ∈ Uc, are shown in Figures 23-25 for 3-wire connection and in Figures 26-28
for 6-wire connection. The 3-wire and 6-wire results differ from each other and the
maximized force for the 6-wire connection exceeds the maximized force for the 3-wire
connection at every position for all synchronous motors.
For PM motor in Figure 23 and Figure 26, the optimal physical currents are
square waves and the resulting force has a semi-circle like shape in the force ripples.
The motor operates with u0 = 0 for 3-wire connection and u0 = ±U/
√
3 for 6-wire
connection. These results are consistent with previous discussion.
For VR motor in Figure 25 and Figure 28, the optimal physical currents are
trapezoidal and the resulting maximized force varies sinusoidally about a maximized
average value. The motor operates with u0 = 0 for 3-wire connection and u0 varies
between +U/
√
3 and −U/√3 for 6-wire connection.
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Figure 20: Force maximizing currents and resulting force of the PM motor for 3-wire
and 6-wire connection with spherical current limit.




































Figure 21: Force maximizing currents and resulting force of the hybrid motor for
3-wire and 6-wire connection with spherical current limit.
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Figure 22: Force maximizing currents and resulting force of the VR motor for 3-wire
and 6-wire connection with spherical current limit.
For the hybrid motor in Figure 24 and Figure 27, the optimal current profile is
more “similar” to the VR than the PM motor with small phase shift, depending on
the ratio of the force constant Ka and Kr. The corresponding numerical values of
Fs, Fa and Fm for all cases are listed in Table 6. All values for the 6-wire connection
exceed the maximized force for the 3-wire using cubical current limit. Notice the
continuity condition where Fm for the 3-wire connection is equal to Fs for the 6-wire
connection.
2.7.2 Minimum-Copper-Loss Force Control without Current Limit
Motivated by the desire to limit production of heat for the target application, the
next optimal commutation problem considered is to find currents that produce a
given desired force with minimum power dissipation. First, the commutation scheme
selected here minimizes instantaneous copper loss and does not consider any current
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Table 6: Maximum Force Control with Spherical and Cubical Current Limits
Sphere Cube
3/6-wire 3-wire 6-wire
Fs/Fa/Fm Fs Fa Fm Fs Fa Fm
PM 20 24.49 27.01 28.28 28.28 31.19 32.66
Hybrid 20 28.72 32.95 37.29 37.29 42.84 48.56
VR 20 30.00 34.84 40.00 40.00 46.45 53.33















































Figure 23: Force maximizing currents and resulting force of the PM motor for 3-wire
connection with cubical current limit.
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Figure 24: Force maximizing currents and resulting force of the hybrid motor for
3-wire connection with cubical current limit.
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Figure 25: Force maximizing currents and resulting force of the VR motor for 3-wire
connection with cubical current limit.
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Figure 26: Force maximizing currents and resulting force of the PM motor for 6-wire
connection with cubical current limit.
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Figure 27: Force maximizing currents and resulting force of the hybrid motor for
6-wire connection with cubical current limit.
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Figure 28: Force maximizing currents and resulting force of the VR motor for 6-wire
connection with cubical current limit.
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limit. This problem can be stated for each x ∈ [0, 2p] as
minimize ũT ũ
subject to f(ũ) = fd
(116)
where fd is any given desired force command. Although this problem falls into the
general category of nonlinear constrained optimization problems [41] where it is cus-
tomary to introduce the Lagrangian at this point, the special structure of (116) may
be exploited to simplify the problem.
Using force model (27), where PM, VR and hybrid motors are accounted for,
Kauq + Kruqud = uq(Ka + Krud) = fd ⇒ uq = fd
Ka + Krud
(117)







which is merely a single variable optimization problem. By applying derivative with
respect to ud, the first-order necessary condition and the optimal solution may be
obtained. Three separate cases are separately considered as follows:
If Kr = 0 (PM motor), the solution is
ud = 0 (119)
uq = fd/Ka (120)
u0 = 0 (121)







u0 = 0 (124)
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If Ka 6= 0 and Kr 6= 0 (hybrid motor), the complexity of the problem prohibits a
simple explicit solution formula. However, application of the first-order necessary
condition leads to





u0 = 0 (127)





Since (128) admits four solutions, the value of ν to be used in (125)-(126) is the real
solution of (128) that minimizes
ν2(Ka + Krν)
2 (129)
Note that the solutions for the PM and VR motors are captured as special cases of
the solution for the hybrid motor and all solutions lie on the u0 = 0 plane (i.e. both
3-wire and 6-wire connections are equivalent).
2.7.3 Minimum-Copper-Loss Force Control with Current Limits
The next optimal commutation problem considered is to find magnitude-constrained
currents that produce a given desired force and also minimize the power dissipation
due to copper loss. The problem now includes current limit and can be stated for
each x ∈ [0, 2p] as
minimize ũT ũ
subject to f(ũ) = fd
ũ ∈ U
(130)
where the given desired force command satisfies fd ≤ Fs where Fs is the ripple-free
force limit defined in (113). Due to the complexity introduced by current limits, only
numerical results are pursued.
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The minimum-copper-loss force control problems have been solved for the same
three types of synchronous motors with the maximum force of 20 N for ũ ∈ Us, p
= 0.01 m and U = 5 A. The optimal excitation currents are solved for fd = 0.95Fs
for all three synchronous motors, with reference to Table 6. Numerical optimization
was performed using MATLAB with Optimization Toolbox. The optimal excitation
currents are denoted by ũ∗ with the corresponding physical currents calculated by
(29).
Plots of optimal excitation currents for each synchronous motor with ũ ∈ Us
and either 3-wire or 6-wire connection, are shown in Figure 29. Both 3-wire and 6-
wire connection yield identical results and the optimal d/q-axis currents are constant
corresponding to sinusoidal physical currents. For both 3-wire and 6-wire connections,
it is apparent that the force command cannot exceed Fs = 20 N and u0 = 0 for all
cases which is consistent with previous discussions.
Plots of optimal excitation currents for each synchronous motor with ũ ∈ Uc are
shown in Figure 30 for 3-wire connection and in Figure 31 for 6-wire connection. In
the 6-wire case, larger force commands are possible since u0 can be non-zero and
hence the optimal currents are not restricted to the u0 plane.
2.7.4 Spatial Average Power Dissipation






ũ∗T ũ∗ dx (131)
where ũ∗ is the solution to the minimum-copper-loss commutation problem just dis-
cussed (with or without current limit). Since ũ∗ depends on fd, Px inherently also
depends on fd. Although at first glance Px does not seem to relate to the dynamic
behavior of the motor, in fact Px has a very special interpretation under constant
velocity mode of operation.
Let X = 2p be the spatial period and T be the time period corresponding at
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Figure 29: Currents for fd = 0.95Fs for 3-wire and 6-wire connection for three
synchronous motors with spherical current limit (Fs = 20 N for all cases).
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Figure 30: Currents for fd = 0.95Fs for 3-wire connection for three synchronous
motors with cubical current limit (see Table 6 for the corresponding values of Fs for
each motor).
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Figure 31: Currents for fd = 0.95Fs for 6-wire connection for three synchronous
motors with cubical current limit (see Table 6 for the corresponding values of Fs for
each motor).
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x = 0 → t = 0
x = X → t = T
(132)


















ũT ũ dt := P
is equivalent to the average power previously defined in (30)-(31) using the time
variable. Two cases of PM and VR motor are considered next due to availability of
their explicit solutions.
From (119)-(121), (122)-(124) and (131), the spatial average powers of the PM







f 2d , PM motor
2R
Kr
fd , VR motor
(133)
which is a parabola for PM motor and a straight line for VR motor on the Px-fd
plane.
The spatial average powers of the PM and VR motor with current limit must
rely on numerical solutions. Note that in this case the Px-fd curve is only defined
for fd ≤ Fs. For each value of fd, there is a corresponding value of Px; hence for
0 ≤ fd ≤ Fs, there also exists a corresponding Px-fd curve.
The comparative results for the PM and VR motor are shown in Figure 32 for
spherical current limit with both 3-wire and 6-wire connection. The results for cubical
current limit are shown in Figure 33 for 3-wire connection and Figure 34 for 6-wire
connection. The numerical results are obtained for 0 ≤ fd ≤ 0.99Fs. When fd is small,
both minimum-copper-loss commutation problems with and without current limit
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admit the same solutions. When the value of fd increases near Fs, a small deviation
between the two solutions becomes noticeable only for 6-wire connection with cubical
current limit. Since magnetic saturation and spatial harmonics are absent from the
ideal force model, these deviations are caused by the active current constraints.


















is also shown for PM motor cases, whereas the average slope is not shown for VR
motor cases due to overlapping.
In all figures, a data point which belongs to the minimum-copper-loss average force
control problem is also shown for comparison. This problem accepts desired force
command fd > Fs and satisfies the force command on average. The plots indicate
that the solutions to this problem dissipate more heat when the cubical current limit
is used and dissipate the same amount of heat when the spherical current limit is
used.
2.8 Conclusion
The minimum-copper-loss position control problem has been formulated and solved
analytically and numerically for a class of synchronous motors. The results provide
insight regarding the distinctions between synchronous motor types, their current
limits and their winding connections, in the context of optimal control. The optimal
control results indicate that cubical current limit and 6-wire are preferable if the goal
is to minimize the average power dissipation subject to the same travel time and same
travel distance.
In addition, two optimal commutation problems, maximum force control and
minimum-copper-loss force control, are formulated and solved for the same class of
synchronous motors. The optimization results also indicate that cubical current limit
and 6-wire are preferable if the goal is to maximize the range of ripple-free and/or
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Figure 32: Spatial average power dissipation versus desired force command for PM
and VR motor with 3/6-wire connection and spherical current limit.
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Figure 33: Spatial average power dissipation versus desired force command for PM
and VR motor with 3-wire connection and cubical current limit.
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Figure 34: Spatial average power dissipation versus desired force command for PM
and VR motor with 6-wire connection and cubical current limit.
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average force. These results will be used later to assess the performance of the motors
during the motor design process.
Since the force equation is essentially equivalent to that of idealized rotary syn-
chronous motors, the analysis is valid for both linear and rotary motors and hence




The physics-based force models for LPM and LVR motors are derived in this chapter.
For the LPM motor, the Poisson equation is solved to determine the air gap flux
density according to [25], and an integration of this flux density is performed to
evaluate the Lorentz force. Only spatial harmonics are considered due to magnetic
linearity from the construction of the coil assembly with nonmagnetic materials. For
the LVR motor, the force model is based on nonlinear magnetic circuit analysis (MCA)
[20] to account for spatial harmonics and material saturation. The accuracy of the
force models of the LPM and LVR motors are compared with results from finite
element analysis (FEA) [18, 19].
3.1 Modeling of Linear Permanent-Magnet Motor
The LPM motor under consideration is shown in Figure 35. The stator consists of
ferromagnetic material formed in a U-shaped frame on which PM pairs are placed
with alternating polarity. The payload is attached to the moving coil assembly which
consists of three concentrated coil windings encapsulated in a casing of nonmagnetic
material (e.g. epoxy resin), resulting in zero cogging force. Coil pitch pc and magnet
pitch τ are related by pc =
4
3
τ . Position ξ is defined such that ξ = 0 is an equilib-




































(c) Concentrated windings encased in epoxy.
Figure 35: Air-core LPM motor with concentrated windings.
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3.1.1 Poisson Equation
The classical description of static magnetic fields is provided by Maxwell’s equations
∇×H=J (135)
∇ ·B= 0 (136)
where H is magnetic field intensity, B is magnetic flux density and J is current density.
B and H satisfy the constitutive relation
B = µH (137)
where µ denotes material permeability. Boundary conditions that must be satisfied
between two regions are
n̂× (H1 −H2) =K (138)
n̂ · (B1 −B2) = 0 (139)
where n̂ is a unit vector normal to the boundary surface directed from region 2 to
region 1 and K represents surface current density.
Since the divergence of the curl of any vector A must always be zero, it follows
from (136) that there exists a so-called magnetic vector potential A such that
B = ∇×A (140)



































Equation (143) is the scalar Poisson equation [67].
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3.1.2 PM Field Calculation
According to Figure 35, the static magnetic field established by the PM array is
approximately planar in the region where the coils are located, and thus it may be
accurately approximated by solving (143). The derivation is based on Figure 36(a)
which defines the two regions of interest, Figure 36(b) which models the PM excitation
by equivalent currents, and Figure 36(c) which represents these equivalent currents as
a periodic train of impulse functions. This formulation assumes that (i) the stator is
infinitely long in the x-direction, (ii) that end-effects are negligible in the z-direction,
(iii) that the permeability of the PM material is equal to the permeability of free
space µ0, and (iv) that the permeability of the back iron material is infinite. Under













where the subscripts identify regions and the equivalent current density of the PM




H1x = 0 , y = gs
H1x = H2x and B1y = B2y , y = lm
H2x = 0 , y = 0
(146)
Note that the entire air gap region, including the region occupied by the moving coil
assembly, is nonmagnetic.



















































(c) Equivalent current distribution for PM array in (x, z)-plane.
Figure 36: Schematic diagrams used to derive force model of the LPM motor.
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where Br is the residual flux density of the PM material and k = π/τ is the spatial









































· cosh(nk(gs − y)) · cos(nkx) (152)
The air gap flux density plays a critical role in determining the force produced on the
coil assembly.
3.1.3 Lorentz Force
The force exerted by a PM-sourced static magnetic field with flux density B on










if current is z-directed and motion is x-directed [67]. For a single N -turn coil with
z-direction length of L carrying current I, (154) reduces to














where areas a+ and a− on which integration is performed coincide with the cross
sections of area Ac = wclc of the two coil sides. Note that (155)-(156) extends to
multi-coil rigid assemblies using superposition, where Bavg is computed directly from
the PM field alone. Although coil currents induce additive contributions to the PM
field, they do not induce any net contributions to force; all such current-induced forces
sum to zero.
Evaluation of the first integral of (156) with (152) and the relative coil position
ξj = ξ − (j − 1)43τ , where j = 1, 2, 3, yields
∫
a+

















































































Similarly, evaluation of the second integral of (156) yields
∫
a−




























) · sin(nkξj) (158)
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and hence the force produced by each phase according to (155) is









) · sin(nkξj) (159)
Ultimately the total force function is obtained by the sum of forces from all three
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A sign change has been made to account for the fact that position ξ increases in
the negative x-direction. The physics-based approach to the development of (160)-
(162) has obvious value from the point of view of motor design, since the force model
explicitly exhibits the influence of each critical dimension and material parameter.
3.1.4 Model Validation
The specific LPM motor of interest is the one specified in Table 7. The proposed
force model is validated by FEA; 2D magnetostatic analysis was performed using
commercial software from Ansoft. For the FEA, saturable M19 steel is assumed for
the stator back iron material and the permeability of the PM material is assumed to
be 1.05µ0 with Br = 1.2 T.
Comparative results obtained for four current levels, applied only to phase 1, over
the one-half PM pitch interval from ξ = 0 mm to 46.5 mm are shown in Figure 37.
Forces computed using (160) with truncation at n = 11 appear to be in very good
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Figure 37: Force versus position for the LPM motor with excitation i1 = 2, 4, 6,
8 A.
agreement with FEA at all excitation levels with a maximum error of less than 2%.
Therefore, the simplifying assumptions (primarily that the permeability of PM ma-
terial is µ0 and the permeability of back iron material is infinite) do not compromise
the accuracy of the force model. Note that the force profile is non-sinusoidal; the
fundamental components of the Fourier series are shown for comparison. This LPM
motor is not dq-transformable due to the presence of significant spatial harmonics.
3.2 Modeling of Linear Variable Reluctance Motor
The three-phase LVR motor under consideration is shown in Figure 38. The stator
and translator consist of ferromagnetic material. Each phase winding is a series
connection of two concentrated coils placed on opposing poles of the two E-cores.
The phases of this configuration are magnetically coupled, since the flux induced by
exciting one phase links the turns of the other phases as it traverses closed paths
through magnetic material. The two-sided design results in zero normal force.
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Table 7: LPM Motor Parameters
Parameter Symbol Value
Coil assembly:
Coil pitch pc 62 mm
Coil width wc 15 mm
Coil length lc 9.3 mm
Coil gap gc 28 mm
Coil depth dc 100 mm
Total width wt 186 mm
Total length lt 10.3 mm
Total depth dt 134 mm
Effective depth d 115 mm
Vertical cover (lt − lc)/2 0.5 mm
Horizontal cover (dt − dc − 2wc)/2 2 mm
Coil size (AWG) w 20
Number of turns N 200
Phase resistance R 2 Ω
Stator:
Back iron depth D 164 mm
Back iron length lb 10 mm
Magnet depth dm 134 mm
Magnet pitch τ 46.5 mm
Magnet width wm 40 mm
Magnet length lm 5 mm
Air gap length lg 0.5 mm
Clearance gap depth dg 2 mm
Stator base depth db 15 mm















Figure 38: LVR motor with magnetically coupled phases.
This type of motor must have a feasible arrangement of poles and teeth. The pole
pitch pp and the tooth pitch pt must satisfy




where nt is the number of teeth per pole and ns is an integer greater than one. The
tooth width wt and the valley width wv must satisfy
wt = pt(2 + α)/6 (164)
wv = pt(4− α)/6 (165)





. The value of ns determines the space available for windings, whereas the
value of α determines the air gap geometry. In Figure 38, the choices are nt = 3,
ns = 1 and α = 1. An accurate model of this motor must account for saturation of
magnetic material and magnetic coupling between phases. Here, position x is defined
such that x = 0 is an equilibrium position imposed by positive current in phase 1 and




Steel regions within the LVR motor will be modeled by one-dimensional nonlinear
permeance elements [20]. Consider a rectangular block of homogeneous isotropic
magnetic material as shown in Figure 39(a), having length l and cross section area
A. Flux Φ is assumed to flow only in the direction of the x-axis, and to be uniformly
distributed across equipotential surfaces parallel to the yz-plane. The correspond-
ing nonlinear permeance element is shown in Figure 39(b), where Fi and Fj denote
the potentials associated with the left and right cross sections, respectively. The
magnetic field intensity H is determined by the potential difference according to
H = (Fi − Fj) /l, and the magnetic flux density B is determined by the nonlinear
magnetization curve N characterizing the material, i.e. B = N (H). The resulting








and, consequently, each such region must be chosen so as to justify the previously
listed assumptions.
MCA amounts to solving a system of nonlinear algebraic equations wherein all
nonlinearities arise from N . For M19 steel, N is as shown in Figure 40. A cubic
splines representation of N will be employed in the numerical method to follow, since
this guarantees the desirable property of continuous first derivatives.
3.2.1.2 Effective Cross Section Area
It is essential to model all steel regions with reasonable accuracy, but also to reduce
complexity by using a minimum number of permeance elements; thus, compromises
must be made. The most critical regions are the teeth, since they are likely to exhibit











Figure 39: Steel region with one-dimensional flux flow: (a) magnetic material block;
(b) corresponding nonlinear permeance element.



















Figure 40: First-quadrant plot of the odd-symmetric nonlinear magnetization curve
B = N (H) characterizing M19 steel.
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model teeth in particular, an effective value Ae ≤ A will be used to represent the
fractional area of material located along the anticipated flux path.
Consider the tooth geometry shown in Figure 41. Feasible values for wt and wv
are identified by wt/(wt + wv) ∈ [13 , 12 ]. The orientation of opposing teeth varies as
a periodic function of x, with period wt + wv. The teeth are fully aligned at x = 0
and fully unaligned at x = 1
2
(wt + wv). Between these extremes, overlap is present if
x ∈ [0, wt] and absent if x ∈ [wt, 12(wt + wv)].
In the aligned orientation x = 0, most of the flux passes between opposing teeth
through rectangular air gap regions having cross section area dwt, where d denotes
depth. The distribution of flux within a tooth is essentially uniform. If n teeth per
pole are modeled by a single permeance, then Ae = ndwt.
In the unaligned orientations x ∈ [wt, 12(wt + wv)], most of the flux crosses the air
gap along the path of shortest length from tooth corner to tooth corner. The distri-
bution of flux within a tooth is nonuniform, with the highest flux density occuring at
tooth corners. It is assumed that the flux path within a tooth excludes a triangular
region defined by the two corners and a third vertex. This vertex is located halfway
between the tooth midpoint and the tooth base, in order to balance the limiting cases
of fully intersecting flux paths and non-intersecting flux paths. Using these assump-
tions, 5
8
of the tooth volume is occupied by flux. If n teeth per pole are modeled by




Motivated by the discussion above, toothed regions are modeled by (166) with





nd(wt − 38x) , x ∈ [0, wt]
5
8
ndwt , x ∈ [wt, 12(wt + wv)]
(167)
The piecewise-linear shape of Ae(x) is plotted in Figure 42. Use of x-dependent cross
section area has been motivated by other researchers, e.g. see [23, 24, 40].
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Figure 41: Geometry of translator pole teeth and stator bar teeth in unaligned













Figure 42: Cross-section areas for toothed regions over half spatial period: physical
area Ap; effective area Ae; overlap area Ao.
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3.2.2 Air Permeances and Coils
3.2.2.1 Gap Permeances
The air gap model used in this research assumes that flux flows across the air gap
through flux tubes shaped by straight lines and circular arcs. Representative flux
tubes are shown in Figure 43, over one tooth pitch, for several orientations of opposing






where µ0 is the permeability of air, l is the length of the tube and dA is the dif-
ferential cross section of the tube. Evaluation of (168) for all possible cases leads
to explicit position-dependent expressions for the permeance Ptube(x) and spatial
derivative of permeance P
′
tube(x) of any given flux tube. The explicit formulas of the
flux tube model used in this research were introduced in [68] and are summarized in
Appendix A.
For the LVR motor of Figure 38, there are six air gap regions, two for each pole
pair, and each of these multi-tooth regions will be covered by a number of flux tubes.
The simplest option would be to represent the toothed regions of the pole tips by
single nodes as shown in Figure 44, in which case all flux tubes associated with each
such node would be combined in parallel to obtain a single effective gap permeance
Pg(x) and gap permeance derivative P
′
g(x). The problem with such an approach is
that it does not adequately account for the localized effect of tooth corner saturation.
In this research, flux tubes are separated into two distinct groups; overlap flux
tubes and fringing flux tubes. These two groups are treated separately, yielding two
effective permeances and permeance derivatives for each of the six air gap regions.
Consequently, toothed regions can include two nodes having distinct potentials, and
this refinement permits the flux density within a tooth to vary from tooth tip to
tooth base. This approach is illustrated in Figure 45, where the overlap component
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Figure 43: Flux tube geometries over one tooth pitch for three different orientations





Figure 44: Interconnections between tooth permeances with single air gap perme-












Figure 45: Interconnections between tooth permeances and separated air gap per-
meances (depicted for special case wt = wv).
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of gap permeance Po(x) accounts for regions of overlap between opposing teeth and
the fringing component of gap permeance Pf (x) accounts for regions on which fring-





Toothed regions of steel are represented by two nonlinear permeances. These non-
linear permeances vary with x according to their effective area Ae(x) from (167).
The constant lengths of these nonlinear permeances are denoted by l1 and l2, where
the sum l1 + l2 equals the tooth length lt and where l2 =
1
4
wv defines the average
penetration distance of fringing flux along the tooth sides.
3.2.2.2 Leakage Permeances
Leakage permeances are introduced to account for the fact that not all flux will cross
the air gap. Two leakage paths are considered. First, some fraction of pole flux will
tend to return to the back iron rather than cross the gap. An approximation of this





between the tip and base of each pole. Second, some fraction of pole flux will tend to
flow to an adjacent pole rather than cross the gap. An approximation of this effect
can be introduced by including the permeance
Ppp =
µ0lpd
pp − ((n− 1)pt + wt) (170)
between neighboring pole tips, where lp, pp and pt denote pole length, pole pitch and
tooth pitch, respectively.
3.2.2.3 Coils






where N denotes the number of turns for each series-connected phase winding and
ij is the phase-j current for j = 1, 2, 3. Since symmetry is imposed in the network
topology, only half of the turns is implemented.
3.2.3 Magnetic Circuit Analysis
3.2.3.1 Network Topology
From Figure 38, the LVR motor exhibits a form of symmetry with respect to the
stator centerline. As a consequence, it is sufficient to construct a magnetic circuit
representing only the flux paths on one side of the stator centerline, with constant
potential imposed along the stator centerline. The use of symmetry reduces the
complexity of the magnetic circuit by a factor of two.
The half-motor magnetic circuit representation is chosen as shown in Figure 46.
Flux paths through steel appear as nonlinear permeances, whereas flux paths through
air appear as linear permeances. In the vicinity of teeth, both nonlinear steel perme-
ances and linear air permeances depend explicitly on position. Coils appear as mmf
sources. This network topology captures all of the pre-assumed flux paths. Each node
represents an equipotential cross section surface orthogonal to the plane in which the
figure is drawn. The magnetically coupled nature of this LVR motor is clearly evident.
3.2.3.2 Implementation
The system of modified nodal equations corresponding to the network of Figure 46
is derived by imposing conservation of flux at each node [69, 20]. Since the network
includes nonlinear elements, this results in a system of 24 nonlinear nodal equations
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Figure 46: Magnetic circuit topology representing one-half of the LVR motor,
wherein symmetry has imposed constant potential along the stator centerline.
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node 1: 0 = Φ1,0 + Φ1,2
node 2: 0 = Φ2,1 + Φ2,3 + Pf1(F2 − F5)
node 3: 0 = Φ3,2 + Po1(F3 − F4)
node 4: 0 = Po1(F4 − F3) + Φ4,5
node 5: 0 = Pf1(F5 − F2) + Φ5,4 + Φ5,6
node 6: 0 = Φ6,5 + Ppb1(F6 − F8) + Ppp1(F6 − F14) + Φs1
node 7: 0 = Φ7,8 − Ps1
node 8: 0 = Ppb1(F8 − F6) + Φ8,7 + Φ8,16
node 9: 0 = Φ9,0 + Φ9,10
node 10: 0 = Φ10,9 + Φ10,11 + Pf1(F10 − F13)
node 11: 0 = Φ11,10 + Po2(F11 − F12)
node 12: 0 = Po2(F12 − F11) + Φ12,13
node 13: 0 = Pf2(F13 − F10) + Φ13,12 + Φ13,14
node 14: 0 = Ppp1(F14 − F6) + Φ14,13 + Ppp2(F14 − F22) + Φs2
node 15: 0 = Φ15,16 − Φs2
node 16: 0 = Φ16,8 + Ppb2(F16 − F14) + Φ16,15 + Φ16,24
node 17: 0 = Φ17,0 + Φ17,18
node 18: 0 = Φ18,17 + Φ18,19 + Pf3(F18 − F21)
node 19: 0 = Φ19,18 + Po3(F19 − F20)
node 20: 0 = Po3(F20 − F19) + Φ20,21
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node 21: 0 = Pf3(F21 − F18) + Φ21,20 + Φ21,22
node 22: 0 = Ppp2(F22 − F14) + Φ23,21 + Ppb3(F22 − F24) + Φs3
node 23: 0 = Φ23,24 − Φs3
node 24: 0 = Φ24,16 + Ppb3(F24 − F22) + Φ24,23
0 = F5 − F4 − 12Ni1
0 = F15 − F14 − 12Ni2
0 = F23 − F22 − 12Ni3
or compactly in the form
G(y) = 0 (172)
where y is a vector containing node potentials and source fluxes, i.e.
y = [ F1 · · · F24 Φs1 Φs2 Φs3 ]T (173)
Given a specification of motor geometry and material properties, (172) may be for-
mulated and iteratively solved by Newton’s method for any desired position and
excitation.
The force produced on a pole, fp, may be obtained from the corresponding node
potentials and gap permeance derivatives according to
fp = (Fj − Fk)2P ′o + (Fi − Fl)2P
′
f (174)
with reference to Figure 45. The total force produced is the sum of the three pole
forces. Note that the half-motor feature of Figure 46 is fully accounted for in (174).




f exhibit sign changes at critical positions and hence
determine the polarity of pole force produced as a function of position. It is interesting




f are actually discontinuous at these critical positions, even
though the spatial derivative of Po + Pf is a continuous function of position. Note,
however, that the mmf-squared factors are typically many orders of magnitude larger
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Table 8: LVR Motor Parameters
Parameter Symbol Value
Device depth d 50 mm
Tooth width wt 5 mm
Valley width wv 5 mm





Tooth length lt 5 mm
Pole length lp 10 mm
Back length lb 15 mm
Stator length ls 15 mm




Wire size (AWG) w 21
Turns per phase N 200
Phase resistance R 1.44 Ω
than the permeance-derivative factors, so the size of discontinuity introduced by (174)
is typically negligible. For the numerical problem considered in the following section,
the discontinuity is practically imperceptible.
3.2.4 Model Validation
The proposed modeling technique has been implemented in Matlab. The motor
geometry is listed in Table 8, and the magnetic material is M19. Results are obtained
for four current levels, applied only to phase 1, over the one-half tooth pitch interval
from the aligned position at x = 0 mm to the unaligned position at x = 5 mm. Plots
of total force are shown in Figure 47, where data obtained by FEA in [28] are shown for
comparison. Forces computed using the proposed model appear to be very accurate at
the lower excitation levels. As the excitation levels are increased, the proposed model
appears to provide relatively lower accuracy for force. At the maximum current of
8 A, the flux density reaches 1.4 Wb/m2, indicating deep saturation according to
Figure 40.
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Figure 47: Force versus position for the LVR motor with currents i1 = 2, 4, 6, 8 A
(solid = MCA, dashed = FEA).
3.3 Conclusion
The physics-based force models of the LPM and LVR motor have been developed in
this chapter. For the LPM motor, the force model is obtained using the analytical
solution of the Poisson Equation. For the LPM motor, the nonlinear MCA approach
is taken to derived the force model. Both modeling approaches are much more com-
putationally efficient than FEA, yet they are also reasonably accurate in comparison.
Although the results presented here are only for single-phase excitation, consideration
of multi-phase excitation is possible without introducing further complexity. These
physics-based force models will be used to assess motor performances in order to re-






Performance assessment is crucial during the motor design process as a basis for com-
parison between different candidate designs. Depending on motor technologies and
target applications, the performance of candidate designs can be assessed by various
characteristics, which together constitute a “performance vector.” For instance, a per-
formance vector of an induction motor designed for constant speed application may
consist of efficiency, maximum speed, maximum torque and torque ripple, whereas
a performance vector of a linear motor designed for point-to-point positioning appli-
cation may consist of moving mass, maximum force and efficiency. Although some
of these performance characteristics are common to all motor design purposes, some
characteristics are more important for certain applications than the others. For exam-
ple, designing a large size motor for continuous mode of operation should consider all
sources of power dissipation such as copper losses, mechanical losses, hysteresis losses
and eddy-current losses to assess the efficiency performance with sufficient accuracy,
whereas when designing small size motors for occasional use in appliances, it may be
sufficient to consider only copper losses.
The objective of this chapter is to assess the performance of the LPM and LVR
motor, for use in manufacturing automation applications in terms of magnetostatic
performance and achievable productivity. The target application involves point-to-
point positioning tasks on a continuous basis, so productivity is limited in large part
by thermal constraints imposed to ensure the integrity of the motor coils; for any fixed
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motor, faster cycling requires greater heat production which results in higher steady-
state coil temperatures. Hence, there is a limit to how fast the positioning tasks
can be performed. Some aspects of this problem have been previously discussed in
Chapter 2 for ideal LS motors. Extensions, as presented here, include use of realistic
models of motor force production from physical specifications to account for magnetic
saturation and spatial harmonics.
This chapter considers three approaches to assess the optimal performance: (i)
maximum force limit, (ii) spatial average power dissipation and (iii) productivity
trade-off curve. The first two approaches, based on solving uncoupled static op-
timization problems to obtain magnetostatic performance characteristics, are com-
putationally efficient but less directly related to the target application. The third
approach is directly related to the target application but it is more computationally
expensive to obtain the productivity trade-off curves. Since the physics-based force
functions of the LPM and LVR motors are derived from different principles that fur-
ther result in different final formulations, the performance assessments of the LPM
and LVR motors are discussed separately. All numerical results were obtained for
the LPM and LVR motors modeled in Chapter 3, using MATLAB with Optimization
Toolbox.
4.2 Performance Assessment of LPM Motors
Three performance assessments of LPM motors are described in the following sec-
tions. The maximum force limit is first presented and is based on solving constrained
optimization problems numerically to obtain magnetostatic performance characteris-
tics. This is the only performance assessment method that is applicable for both the
LPM and LVR motors. The spatial average power dissipation is next presented and is
calculated directly without solving the constrained optimization problem numerically,
due to magnetic linearity of the force function for the LPM motors. The productivity
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trade-off curve is finally discussed and is derived based on solving multiple optimal
control problems numerically. Only 6-wire connection and cubical current limit (when
applicable) is considered due to its highest performance.
4.2.1 Maximum Force Limit
The first performance assessment considered is the maximum force capability of the
LPM motor. Two values of interest are maximum smooth force Fs and maximum
average force Fa. These quantities can be determined by solving an optimization
problem in order to find the magnitude-constrained currents that maximize the mag-
nitude of force produced at any given position over one spatial period.
4.2.1.1 Problem Formulation
For a 6-wire connection between motor and inverter and cubical current limit, this
problem may be stated for each position x ∈ [0, 2τ ] in the form
maximize f(x, u)
subject to |uj| ≤ U , j = 1, 2, 3
(175)
where τ is the magnet pitch of the LPM motor, the force function of the LPM motor







K(x) = [ K1(x) K2(x) K3(x) ]
T (177)
u = [ u1 u2 u3 ]
T (178)
and U is the current limit. The main features distinguishing this version of the
problem from the one addressed in Chapter 2 are the use of physical current variables
(instead of the transformed dq-variables) and the general form of the force function
f(x, u) that includes spatial harmonics (magnetic saturation is not present and hence
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not modeled for the LPM motor). The corresponding solution will be denoted by
(u∗(x), f ∗(x)). Maximum smooth force, or equivalently maximum ripple-free force, is










f ∗(x) dx (180)
These two measures of force production capability are considered, in order to accom-
modate a range of applications. Force ripple may be a concern in some applications,
in which case the smaller measure Fs would be appropriate. In other applications, the
significant responses may be driven primarily by average rather than instantaneous
force, in which case the larger measure Fa would be more appropriate.
For comparison between two different designs, one design is better than another
design if, for the same moving mass, its values of Fa and Fs are both higher because it
can produce higher force and higher acceleration. This implies that it can finish the
positioning tasks faster and hence yields a higher productivity, given that no other
constraint (e.g. power or thermal limit) is imposed. If only either Fa or Fs is higher,
neither of the two motors is obviously superior to the other.
4.2.1.2 Numerical Results
The maximum (positive) force capability of the LPM motor is determined for U =
5 A. The plots of the maximized force f ∗(x) with corresponding currents u∗(x) are
shown in Figure 48. The optimal current profiles are square waves where one current
switches every 1
3
τ resulting in two of the three currents having the same sign. The
maximized force has a semi-circle like ripple with the period of 1
3
τ and the peak force
values appear at every 1
6
τ after the current switching. These results are consistent
with those obtained for the ideal PM motor previously discussed. The maximum
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Figure 48: Force maximizing currents and resulting force of the LPM motor for U
= 5 A, resulting in Fs = 250.14 N and Fa = 290.62 N.
smooth force and the maximum average force are 250.14 N and 290.62 N, respectively.
The plots of the maximized force f ∗(x) with corresponding currents u∗(x) for U = 2,
4, 6, 8 A are shown in Figure 49. The force ripples become larger as U increases, but
the plots are equally spaced due to the absence of steel saturation.
4.2.2 Spatial Average Power Dissipation
The second performance assessment considered is the spatial average power dissipa-
tion. This quantity can be determined by solving multiple minimum-copper-loss force
control problems.
Since two versions of the problem exist, i.e. with and without current limit, a
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Figure 49: Force maximizing currents and resulting force of the LPM motor for U
= 2, 4, 6, 8 A.
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decision must be made whether or not to consider both cases or select only one of
the two available choices. First consider the results of the ideal PM motor for 6-wire
connection shown in Figure 34 of Chapter 2. Note that the solutions for both cases
are identical to each other until the desired force command fd approaches Fs. Even
at fd = Fs, only a small deviation is noticeable. However, the computational burden
between the two methods is significantly different.
Since the force model of the LPM motor includes only spatial harmonics, but
not magnetic saturation, it is also possible to exploit the special structure of the
force model of the LPM motor to obtain a closed-form solution. Consequently, the
whole Px-fd curve can be determined much more quickly by solving the problem
version without current limit. In contrast, the problem version with current limit
must rely on solving many successive constrained optimization problems numerically
to characterize the whole Px-fd curve due to additional complexity from current limit.
The average slope, which must rely on the solutions of the problem version with
current limit, is obviously less advantageous for the same reason.
Therefore, the determination of spatial average power dissipation for the LPM
motor will be based on solutions of the minimum-copper-loss force control problem
without current limit for two reasons: (i) much less extensive computation is required
due to the existence of a closed-form solution and (ii) only a small deviation exists
between the two approaches.
4.2.2.1 Problem Formulation
For a 6-wire connection between motor and inverter, the minimum-copper-loss force
control problem without current limit can be defined for each x ∈ [0, 2τ ] in the form
minimize uT u
subject to K(x)T u = fd
(181)
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u∗T u∗ dx (182)
where R is the winding resistance and u∗ is the solution of (181). Note that u∗
implicitly depends on fd causing a dependence of Px on fd. Since the force function
of the LPM motor is available with linear magnetic structure, u∗ can be determined
analytically using nonlinear constrained optimization techniques [41].
The Lagrangian of (181) is





where λ is the Lagrange multiplier. The necessary conditions are
∂L
∂u
= 2u + λK(x) = 0 (184)
∂L
∂λ
= K(x)T u− fd = 0 (185)
Multiply (184) by K(x) to obtain
2K(x)T u + λK(x)T K(x) = 0
and substitute (185) to obtain
2fd + λK(x)
T K(x) = 0
so that
λ = − 2fd
K(x)T K(x)




















which is a parabola. Recall from (133) in Chapter 2 that this curve is also a parabola
for the ideal PM motor. As a result, the performance assessment is defined to be the









to effectively represent the whole Px-fd curve. This coefficient can be computed
numerically once K(x) is known.
For comparison between two different designs, the first design is better than the
second design if, for the same smooth force capability (i.e. same Fs and moving
mass), its value of c is smaller than the other’s because it can dissipate less heat
while producing the same force over the same range fd ≤ Fs. This implies that the
first motor can be given higher force commands so that it can finish the positioning
tasks faster and hence yields a higher productivity, while still dissipating heat less
than or equal to the second motor.
4.2.2.2 Numerical Results
The plot of Px for various values of fd of the LPM motor is shown in Figure 50 with
R = 2 Ω. These results are consistent with those obtained for the ideal PM motor.
The average power coefficient of the Px-fd curve is c = 1.545 mW/N
2. For comparison,
the spatial average power corresponding to Fa, which is calculated from the force
maximizing currents, is also shown. This data point belongs to the minimum-copper-
loss average force control problem that finds the magnitude-constrained currents that
produce a given desired average force and further minimizes the power dissipated
in the winding resistances. At Fa, the solution of this problem dissipates higher
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Figure 50: Spatial average power Px for various values of fd of the LPM motor with
average power coefficient c = 1.545 mW/N2.
heat because current limit is included in the problem formulation resulting in fewer
available degrees of freedom for the optimal solution.
4.2.3 Productivity Trade-Off Curve
To directly assess the productivity of the motor under average power dissipation
constraints, the performance objectives are to minimize the positioning time over a
range of desired travel distance for a range of power dissipation. Specifically, the goal
is to evaluate the trade-off function T (X, P ) that identifies how long the motor will
take (i.e. T ) to complete a single-stroke motion of desire length (i.e. X) such that the
heat-minimizing current waveforms will yield the budgeted average-power (i.e. P ).




As previously discussed in Section 2.4, there are computational advantages to finding
the minimum T given P in an indirect way. Consider the problem of finding the
minimum P given T (for any feasible T ); the solutions of this problem are consistent
with the solutions of the original problem, in the sense that both solutions trace the



















(0, 0) , t = 0
(X, 0) , t = T
(191)
|uj| ≤ U , j = 1, 2, 3 (192)
The main features distinguishing this version of the problem from the one addressed
in Chapter 2 are that the physical current variables are used and the force function
f(x, u) has a general form. The numerical method proposed for use here is previously
presented in Section 2.6.1. Although the proposed problem formulation and numerical
method are numerically efficient, the overall computation might not be practical if
f(x, u) is too computationally expensive to evaluate.
For comparison between two different designs, one motor design is better than
another motor design if, for a fixed P of interest, its T versus X curve lies closer to
the origin. The possibility of crossing curves exists, in which case neither of the two
motors is universally better than the other.
4.2.3.2 Numerical Results
To evaluate the trade-off curve T (X,P ), the optimal control problem (189)-(192) is
solved multiple times for U = 5 A using the numerical method described in Sec-
tion 2.6.1. As indicated in Figure 51, the algorithm has two stages. In stage 1, values
of the function Pmin(T, X) are obtained by computing solutions of (189)-(192) for
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various values of T and X; the range of T values is lower bounded by T?(X) and is
chosen to correspond with the range of P values of interest. In stage 2, interpolation
is used to extract T values corresponding to a grid of X and P values, thus producing
a tabulated representation of the desired function T (X,P ).
For the example illustrated here, the function T?(X) was approximated by T̂?(X) =
√
4MX/Fa where Fa denotes the maximum average force (over x) achievable given U .
The value of Fa may be approximated or computed by solving a static optimization
problem; the computed value used here is 290.62 N. Although such approximations of
T?(X) are entirely optional, they may be useful for selection of suitable values of T .
For stage 1, the grid for T was based on several specified values of the approximated
ratio T/T̂?(X), where the grid values for X ranged from 25 mm to 200 mm in steps
of 25 mm. The corresponding minimized values of P for X = 100 mm are shown in
Figure 52. For stage 2, the grid values for X remain unchanged and the grid values
for P are taken to be (100, 75, 50) W. The numerically obtained representation of
T (X, P ) for the LPM motor is shown in Figure 53. These data quantify the intuitive
notion that faster positioning can be achieved by permitting higher losses.
The currents, forces and motion paths of the LPM motor for X = 100 mm and
various values of P are shown in Figures 54-56. Note that the travel time values ob-
tained from the interpolated solutions of T (X,P ) are merely approximations; hence,
the actual costs calculated from the numerical method are not perfectly matched with
the selected values of (100, 75, 50) W due to interpolation error.
4.3 Performance Assessment of LVR Motors
Three performance assessments of the LVR motor, namely maximum force limit, spa-
tial average power dissipation and productivity trade-off curve, are discussed in the
following sections. The maximum force limit is based on solving constrained opti-
mization problems numerically to obtain magnetostatic performance characteristics;
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% Stage 1
for various values of X
for various values of T
solve the optimal control problem (42)-(43)
end
end
store function Pmin(T, X)
% Stage 2
for various values of X
for various values of P
solve for T from Pmin(T, X) = P
end
end
store function T (X,P )
Figure 51: Two-stage algorithm for determining the trade-off curve T (X, P ) using
the proposed numerical method.










Figure 52: Trade-off between P and T for X = 100 mm.
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Figure 54: The current trajectories of the LPM motor for X = 100 mm (u1 = dots,



























Figure 55: Force trajectories of the LPM motor for X = 100 mm.















Figure 56: Motion trajectories of the LPM motor for X = 100 mm.
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this method is the same as for the LPM motor. Due to magnetic saturation and
spatial harmonics, the spatial average power dissipation is derived from solving con-
strained optimization problems. Because of the expensive cost for evaluating the force
function of the LVR motor, the productivity trade-off curve is not based on solving
multiple optimal control problems as for the LPM motor. An alternative approach,
inspired by the analytical results previously presented in Chapter 2, is instead sug-
gested. This proposed methodology derives the productivity trade-off curves based
on a sub-optimal control scheme that can be extended using other control schemes
including optimal control.
4.3.1 Maximum Force Limit
As for the LPM motor, the maximum force capability of the LVR motor is deter-
mined by solving the static optimization problem (175) where f(x, u) is now the force
function of the LVR motor and where τ is replaced by the tooth pitch pt. Two corre-
sponding values of interest, Fs and Fa, are calculated according to (179)-(180), also
with τ replaced by pt.
The maximum force limit performance is first explored to determine the maxi-
mum (positive) force capability of the LVR motor for U = 5 A. The plots of the
maximized force f ∗(x) with corresponding currents u∗(x) are shown in Figure 57.
The optimal current profiles, which include spatial harmonics and steel saturation,
are perturbations from the results for the ideal VR motor previously discussed. The
resulting maximum smooth force and the maximum average force are 41.86 N and
134.87 N, respectively. The plots of the maximized force f ∗(x) with corresponding
currents u∗(x) for U = 2, 4, 6, 8 A are shown in Figure 58. The force ripples become
larger and the presence of steel saturation is apparent since each plot lies closer to
the adjacent plot as U increases.
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Figure 57: Force maximizing currents and resulting force of the LVR motor for U
= 5 A, resulting in Fs = 41.86 N and Fa = 134.87 N.
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Figure 58: Force maximizing currents and resulting force of the LVR motor for U
= 2, 4, 6, 8 A.
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4.3.2 Spatial Average Power Dissipation
The second performance assessment considered is the spatial average power dissi-
pation. This quantity can be determined by solving the minimum-copper-loss force
control problem.
Since two versions of the problem exist, namely with and without current limit, a
decision must be made whether or not to consider both cases or choose between the
two available choices. Unlike the LPM motor whose force model exhibits a special
structure that can be exploited due to magnetic linearity, no such advantage exists for
the LVR motor due to the presence of both magnetic saturation and spatial harmonics.
Since the primary concern for the target application is the smooth force capability,
the minimum-copper-loss commutation problem with current limit is solved directly
to determine the corresponding Px-fd curve.
4.3.2.1 Problem Formulation
For a 6-wire connection between motor and inverter, the minimum-copper-loss force
control problem with cubical current limit can be stated for each x ∈ [0, 2pt] in the
form
minimize uT u (193)
subject to f(x, u) = fd (194)
|uj| ≤ U , j = 1, 2, 3 (195)
where the desired continuous force command satisfies fd ≤ Fs. The spatial average






u∗T u∗ dx (196)
where u∗ is the solution to the minimum-copper-loss commutation problem for x ∈
[0, 2pt].
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For each value of fd, there is a corresponding value of Px; hence for a range of
fd, there exists a corresponding Px-fd curve. According the results of the ideal VR
motor shown in Figure 34 of Chapter 2, the general shape of the Px-fd curve is a
straight line. However, the actual shape for the LVR motor would be a perturbation
from a straight line because of steel saturation and spatial harmonics. Therefore, the



















This average slope preserves the information of the general shape of the Px-fd curve
when the current excitations are small (mostly linear) and also captures the nonlinear
effects when the current excitation is high.
Similar to the LPM motor, for comparison between two different motor designs,
the first design is better than the second design if, for the same Fs and moving mass,
its value of s is smaller than the other’s because it can dissipate less heat while
producing the same force.
4.3.2.2 Numerical Results
The minimum copper-loss-force control is explored to determine the spatial average
power loss of the LVR motor for U = 5 A and R = 1.44 Ω. The optimal excitation
currents are solved for fd = 0.95Fs to account for numerical error. The plots of
the currents u∗(x) with corresponding power dissipation Ru∗T u∗(x) are shown in
Figure 59. These results are consistent with those obtained for the ideal VR motor
previously discussed in Chapter 2. The spatial average power is 20.53 W and the
resulting average slope is s = 0.5161 W/N.
For comparison, the plot of the spatial average power of the LVR motor for various
values of fd is shown in Figure 60. The Px-fd curve is linear for small values of
fd and becomes nonlinear when the value of fd increases because the LVR motor
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Figure 59: Minimizing copper-loss currents for fd = 0.95Fs = 39.76 N of the LVR
motor, resulting in Px = 20.53 W and s = 0.5161 W/N.
requires much higher increment of currents to produce smaller increment in force
once the steel is saturated at higher fd. The spatial average power corresponding
to Fa calculated from the force maximizing currents is also shown for comparison.
This data point belongs to the minimum-copper-loss average force control problem
as previously discussed.
4.3.3 Productivity Trade-Off Curve
Since the force function f(x, u) of the LVR motor is much more complex and com-
putationally expensive to evaluate, the numerical method presented in Section 2.6.1
and the algorithm shown in Figure 51 for the LPM motor are not practical to derive
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Figure 60: Spatial average power Px for various values of fd of the LVR motor.
the productivity trade-off curves T (X, P ) for the LVR motor. Instead, an alternative
approach, inspired by the analytical results for the ideal VR motor, is proposed to
obtain the T (X,P ) curves based on a sub-optimal control scheme.
4.3.3.1 Sub-Optimal Control Implementation
Consider the optimal control result, presented in Chapter 2 and repeated here for
convenience, for the ideal VR motor as shown in Figure 61. The two “bang” portions
of the trajectory are confined by the time-optimal control result, and the motor travels
with constant velocity during the middle “off” portion for P < P?. Hence, to derive
an approximate solution to the optimal control problem for the LVR motor, the two
bang portions can be determined using the (positive) maximum force and (negative)
minimum force commutation results. The middle off portion is then determined by
connecting a horizontal straight line corresponding to the cruising phase (constant
velocity).
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Figure 61: Optimal trajectories of the ideal VR synchronous motor for X = 0.05 m.
To pursue this approach, two numerical integrations from both ends (forward
integration from t = 0 and backward integration from t = T ) are required in order
to ensure that boundary conditions are met. The forward integration problem is





















where xn1 and x
n
2 are the position and velocity at time step n, ∆t is the forward inte-
gration step size and f+ is the solution of the maximum (positive) force commutation
problem. The backward integration is achieved by applying a change of variables,






















where ∆τ is the backward integration step size and f− is the solution of the minimum
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(negative) force commutation problem.
4.3.3.2 Numerical Results
The positive time and negative time integration problems can be solved separately on
the computer. The resulting trajectories are plotted on the position-velocity phase
plane and the point where two trajectories intersect is a good estimate of the switching
time for the time-optimal control.
The trajectories of the minimum copper loss control are then estimated by con-
necting the two trajectories with horizontal straight lines, as illustrated in Figure 62
for X = 100 mm. The corresponding values of the average power dissipation are
86.49, 67.85, 45.93, 23.78 and 5.76 W. The trajectory plots of the time-optimal con-
trol for position, velocity, force and currents versus time are shown in Figures 63-64.
Although the force ripple magnitude is large, the position is less affected than the ve-
locity or the acceleration (not shown) due to the low pass filtering effect of the double
integration. Note that the switching time is not at the mid point of the motion due
to asymmetry during the acceleration and deceleration phases. The force and current
trajectories are all discontinuous at the switching time.
The proposed alternative method is applied to solve for several X values, as de-
picted in Figure 65. The corresponding values of P and T are calculated for each
X and the stored functional values of Pmin(T,X) are interpolated and solved for P
= (75, 62.5, 50) W. The resulting trade-off curves T (X,P ) of the LVR motor are
shown in Figure 66. The plots also exhibit the same trend obtained for the LPM
motor where higher productivity can be achieved (lower T ) by expending more heat
(higher P ).
4.4 Conclusion
The assessment of optimal control performance for LPM and LVR motors has been
pursued for point-to-point positioning applications. Three approaches of optimal
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Figure 62: Plot of the time-optimal control trajectory for X = 0.1 m of the LVR
motor using the maximum force control results at various average power dissipation
values.


























Figure 63: The trajectories of position, velocity and force for X = 0.1 m of the
time-optimal control results for the LVR motor.
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Figure 64: The current trajectories for X = 0.1 m of the time-optimal control results
for the LVR motor.













Figure 65: Plot of the time-optimal control trajectories for X = 0.1 m and 0.2 m
of the LVR motor using the maximum force control results.
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Figure 66: Approximate trade-off curve between minimum travel time and desired
travel distance of the LVR motor.
performance assessment, namely maximum force limit, spatial average power dissipa-
tion and productivity trade-off curve are considered. Such approaches may be used
to guide the design of the motor along with the design of its control system. The
performance assessment methodology developed here may be applied to any motor
technology used in manufacturing automation applications. Note that only the first
two assessment approaches will be implemented for the design of the LPM and LVR





The objective of this chapter is to develop the automated computer-aided design
methodology for the LPM and LVR motors based on the multi-objective optimization
principle. The general design procedure includes three main steps: synthesis, analysis
and optimization. The synthesis of designs is achieved using stochastic search meth-
ods, which have the advantage of covering the entire search space of design parameters
without getting stuck at local extrema as may occur in single-objective optimization
problems. The applications of the multi-objective optimization techniques for motor
designs by other researchers are already discussed in Section 1.3.3.
In this research, Monte-Carlo (unguided random) synthesis is chosen due to its
advantage of not relying on expert rules or past experience that may limit design
creativity. The analysis of designs is based on solving several single-objective opti-
mization problems to determine performance measures that broadly characterize each
candidate design for later design optimization comparison, as demonstrated in Chap-
ter 3. The multi-objective optimization feature of this approach allows evaluation of
design trade-offs along Pareto-optimal frontiers. With manufacturing automation as
the target application, the design goal is to search for motors characterized by maxi-
mum acceleration and minimum average power dissipation subject to constraints on
current density, flux density, speed and voltage.
The design optimization of the LPM and LVR motors, although similar in several
aspects, is discussed in different sections due to differences in physical construction
and modes of operation. For instance, the LPM motors require permanent-magnets
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for construction while the LVR motors do not. On the other hand, the LVR motors
usually operate in the saturation region of the BH-curve whereas the LPM motors
operate in the linear region that respectively results in nonlinear and linear behaviors.
This leads to a different number of objective functions and constraints for the design
optimization for each type of motor. Nonetheless, the bases for analyzing candidate
designs for both types of motors share some similarities because the design objectives
aim for the same target application.
5.2 General Problem Statement
The multi-objective design optimization problem [42] can be stated in a general form
as
minimize/maximize Fi(θ) , i = 1, 2, . . . , I
subject to gj(θ) ≤ 0 , j = 1, 2, . . . , J
hk(θ) = 0 , k = 1, 2, . . . , K
Lm ≤ θm ≤ Um , m = 1, 2, . . . , M
(200)
where θ is a vector of design parameters, F is a vector of objective functions to be
optimized, g is a vector of inequality constraints, h is a vector of equality constraints,
and L and U are vectors of lower bounds and upper bounds, respectively.
This optimization problem seeks the θ that simultaneously optimizes all objective
functions Fi of interest (e.g. minimize moving mass, maximize force). The solution
to this optimization problem is not a single design if some of the performance metrics
are competing with one another (e.g. a smaller moving mass motor cannot produce
high force) and hence a so-called Pareto-optimal set of solutions is obtained in which
any objective function can be improved only by degrading another objective function.
If the objective functions are non-competing to one another (e.g. minimizing mass
and minimizing volume), the problem yields only one optimal solution located at the
boundary. In general, the non-competing nature among different objective functions
might not be obvious.
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Multi-objective optimization has a long history as summarized in [42]. However,
a multi-objective optimization was often posed as a single-objective optimization in
the past using some “fix-ups” to address the multi-objective nature of the problem.
The two most common fix-ups are the weighted sum method and the so-called ε-
constraint method. For the weighted sum method, multiple objectives are grouped
together using some pre-determined weighting factors resulting in single objective
function to be optimized. Apparently, the optimal solution depends heavily on those
pre-determined factors. For the ε-constraint method, a single objective is chosen
among the available multiple objectives and the remaining objectives are considered as
constraints with some pre-determined limits. Here, the optimal solution also depends
heavily on the choice of the selected objective function and those pre-determined
constraint limits. These types of fix-ups usually create difficulties for choosing the
pre-determined values that could potentially lead to sub-optimal solutions.
In addition to no artificial fix-ups being added, the other two main features of
multi-objective optimization that are distinctively different from single-objective op-
timization are the overall optimization goals to: (i) determine solutions as near as
possible to the Pareto-optimal frontier and (ii) determine solutions as diverse as pos-
sible by covering the entire search space. These two features are not present in
single-objective optimization that focuses on searching for only one optimal solution
from the entire search space. Multi-objective optimization gives rise to many optimal
solutions along Pareto-optimal frontiers; hence it is important to have a sufficient
number of solutions spreading over the entire search space to guarantee that a good
set of solutions has been achieved.
Since the designs of the LPM and LVR motors for the target application have
several objectives (i.e. maximizing acceleration and minimizing power dissipation),
it is best to address them in terms of multi-objective optimization problems. Note
that to maximize acceleration, moving mass must be minimized and force must be
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maximized.
5.3 Motor Design System
The structure for solving the multi-objective design optimization problem is illus-
trated in Figure 67. The general procedure includes three main steps: synthesis,
analysis, and optimization. First, the objective function vector F (e.g. mass, force,
average power dissipation), inequality constraints g (e.g. maximum mass, minimum
force), equality constraints h (e.g. maximum current density, maximum velocity), and
feasible ranges for geometrical parameters L and U must be specified. Then the three
steps of synthesis, analysis and optimization take place in sequence many times until
the space of design parameters has been sufficiently explored. Some of the designs will
need to be discarded because they do not meet the requirements specified by the de-
signer. Designs meeting all requirements are tested in sequence for possible inclusion
in a database of “good” designs. Ultimately, this procedure reveals the location of
Pareto-optimal frontiers associated with the attributes of interest. The three distinct
steps (synthesis, analysis, and optimization) are summarized below.
5.3.1 Synthesis
Synthesis of designs can be achieved using stochastic search methods such as Monte-
Carlo (MC), genetic algorithm or particle swarms. All of the stochastic search meth-
ods have the advantage that they generally cover the entire space of design parameters
and therefore they do not get stuck at local extrema.
In particular, MC synthesis or unguided random synthesis is chosen in this re-
search. Although the unguided nature of the MC synthesis has the disadvantage that
good designs are generated less often and hence the computational efficiency is low
in comparison with other stochastic search methods, it has the advantage that there
is virtually no reliance on expert rules and hence creativity is fully promoted.




















Figure 67: The proposed computer-aided design structure.
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permissible ranges using uniform distribution. The design parameters with the most
influence on the design must be synthesized first, and then used to set the permissible
ranges for the subsequent choices of the remaining design parameters. Optimization
based on MC synthesis may be time consuming because a large number of designs is
needed to cover the design space. Hence, some design rules and/or expert knowledge
may be implemented here to limit the size of the design space, but only at the risk of
limiting design creativity. As computational capabilities improve, this trade-off can
be expected to diminish. After all design parameters are randomly synthesized, the
next step is to analyze the performance of the candidate design.
5.3.2 Analysis
Analysis of a candidate design is the evaluation of the objective functions using math-
ematical models. As pointed out earlier, a primary design goal is to maximize produc-
tivity; hence optimal performance assessment must be implemented at this stage to
determine all objective functions of each candidate design. The analysis of candidate
designs requires rapid computations because of the aforementioned large number of
designs being randomly synthesized. For the linear motor drive system, it is appro-
priate to use the physics-based analytical model of the LPM motors or nodal network
model for the LVR motors. Note that an individual objective function may be based
on a single-objective optimization problem.
5.3.3 Optimization
Those designs that have been successfully synthesized and analyzed are subjected to
dominance testing. Since many design objectives are considered, the performance
of a given design is not simply summarized as a scalar value that may be directly
compared to the corresponding scalar value of another competing design. Instead,
the objective function is vector-valued and the concept of dominance is used to sort








Figure 68: A trade-off curve between two objective functions.
design is said to dominate the second design if (i) the first design performs no worse
than the second design with respect to all objective functions and (ii) the first design
performs strictly better than the second design with respect to at least one objective
function. For a given population of designs, a particular design is a member of the
dominated set if it is dominated by any other design in the population. A design
that is not dominated by any other design in the population is a member of the
non-dominated set.
The objective of the overall design process is to create a substantial number of
dominant designs, through the repeated application of synthesis, analysis and opti-
mization. The members of the non-dominated set will reveal the location of Pareto-
optimal frontiers where the optimal balance of objective functions is achieved on the
trade-off curves. The plot of a typical trade-off curve for two objective functions (force
and mass) is shown in Figure 68. The origin represents an ideal machine, i.e. a motor
with zero mass that could provide infinite force. On a Pareto-optimal frontier, designs
cannot improve one objective function without degrading another. The designs that
lie above the performance frontier are dominant in other objective functions and no
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design exists in the infeasible design area.
The designs of LPM and LVR motors using these concepts are discussed separately
in the following sections.
5.4 Linear Permanent-Magnet Motor Design
The diagram of a three-phase LPM motor under consideration is shown in Figure 69.
Although the LPM motor is installed with a stationary U-frame and bearing systems,
the analysis of the LPM motor performance requires only the design parameters
associated with the moving mass and force model. All other design parameters can
be fixed or neglected during the design process and then properly selected later as
a post-process without affecting the analysis results. For instance, the back iron
thickness is being fixed because it plays no role in the force model with the infinite
permeability in steel assumption. Furthermore, the mover is assumed to be a solid
aluminum block with fixed depth to simplify the model. The objective functions for
the LPM motor design optimization are: moving mass, smooth force, average force,
average power and magnet volume per meter. The statement of the problem will be
presented first and followed by the detailed discussions of design synthesis, analysis,

























Figure 69: Diagram of design parameters for a LPM motor.
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5.4.1 Problem Statement
The LPM motor is characterized by a vector of design parameters, as shown in Fig-
























where the dashed lines indicate the sequential order in which the random synthesis
takes place. For any feasible θ, there will be corresponding values for motor perfor-
mance functions to be optimized.
The multi-objective design optimization problem of the LPM motor is given by
minimize m (moving mass)
maximize Fs (smooth force)
maximize Fa (average force)
minimize c (average power coefficient)
minimize V (magnet volume per meter)
subject to the inequality constraints
m ≤ 15 kg (maximum mass)
Fs ≥ 10 N (minimum smooth force)
vmax ≤ 270 V (maximum voltage)
dia(w) < lc (maximum wire diameter)
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the equality constraints
rc = 1 mm (minimum side room between coils)
dg = 4 mm (clearance gap depth)
dv = 20 mm (mover depth)
le = 0.5 mm (epoxy case length)
we = 2 mm (epoxy case width)
sc = 0.7 (coil space factor)
Jmax = 5 A/mm
2 (maximum current density)
ẋmax = 1.8 m/s (maximum velocity)
and the bounds on the variable design parameters
10 mm ≤ τ ≤ 80 mm
1 mm ≤ lm ≤ 15 mm
1 mm ≤ lc ≤ 25 mm
0.2 mm ≤ lg ≤ 1.6 mm
15 mm ≤ dc ≤ 150 mm
1 mm ≤ sm ≤ 0.2τ
2.5mm ≤ gc ≤ 43τ − rc − 2 dia(w = 11)/sc
dia(w = 11)/sc ≤ wc ≤ (43τ − rc − gc)/2
11 AWG ≤ w ≤ 30 AWG
The materials are copper and bonding materials for coils, epoxy for coil assembly
cases, aluminum for movers and NdFeB permanent-magnets with residual flux density
Br = 1.2 T for stators. These specific choices of materials are selected to limit
the search space. In this problem formulation, some design parameters are set as
equality constraints also to limit the search space but one could vary certain design
parameters by including them in θ to increase the size of the search space. The details
for synthesizing design parameters are described in the following sections.
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5.4.2 Design Synthesis
The MC synthesis process is used to generate a random set of design parameters from
the permissible range. Random synthesis for the LPM motor design involves a four-
step process where the design parameters with the most influence on the design must
be synthesized first, and then used to set the permissible ranges for the subsequent
choices of the remaining design parameters.
In the first step, the following five design parameters are randomly selected with
uniform probability distributions: τ , lm, lc, lg and dc.
In the second step, the bound for magnet space sm can be set after τ is known.
To guarantee that at least one turn of the biggest wire considered (AWG 11) will fit
horizontally, the constraint on the upper bound of the coil gap is set to
gc ≤ 43τ − rc − 2 dia(w = 11)/sc (201)
and the lower bound is set arbitrarily.
In the third step, the bound for the coil width wc is set accordingly after gc is
known. The random choices of wc and lc introduce limitations on the available coil
area for the final step selection.
To guarantee that at least one turn will fit the coil area, the wire diameter must
be less than lc. Take AWGmin to be the smallest AWG value, greater than or equal
to AWG 11, that satisfies this constraint on wire diameter. For each w value between





where Aw is the conductor area. Each such (w, N) pair is then checked for feasibility,
using an idealized model of the LPM motor assumed to be operating with excitation
that minimizes instantaneous copper losses. To this end, a current limit is first
established by
imax = AwJmax (203)
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This current limit is consistent with the specified limits on current density Jmax = 5
A/mm2 to limit the temperature rise for the inside coil structure of the LPM motors
[70]. Operation with maximum current at radian frequency ω = π
τ




R2 + (ωL)2 imax ≤ Vmax (204)
where L is the coil self inductance. The coil parameters (w,N) are then selected
randomly with uniform probability distribution from among the feasible candidates
identified above. The detailed derivations are given in Appendix B.
5.4.3 Design Analysis and Optimization
After design parameters for a candidate solution have been randomly synthesized,
the next step is to perform analysis to calculate the vector of objective functions.
The objective functions related to manufacturing application are already discussed
and demonstrated for a LPM motor in Chapter 4. The additional details to calculate
other objective functions are included in Appendix B.
The first objective function is determined by
m = moving mass (205)
The associated force function of the LPM motor
f(x, i) = K(x)T i
is based on physical properties as presented in Chapter 3. Two objective functions










f ∗(x) dx (207)
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where f ∗(x) is the solution to the maximum force commutation problem
maximize f(x, i)
subject to |ij| ≤ imax , j = 1, 2, 3
for each x ∈ [0, 2τ ] and imax is given by (203). Next recall the spatial average power







where R is the phase resistance and i∗ is the solution to the minimum copper loss
commutation problem without current limit
minimize iT i
subject to f(x, i) = fd
for each x ∈ [0, 2τ ] and any desired force fd. The objective function associated with










The final objective function to be considered is
V = magnet volume per meter (209)
which is included in the LPM motor design to prevent the over-usage of permanent
magnet materials [51].
This set of objective functions identifies limits on achievable acceleration (min-
imum moving mass and maximum force), average power dissipation with constant
velocity operation mode and magnet usage due to constraints imposed on current
density, velocity and voltage. These objective functions are clearly competing and
therefore the solution to this optimization problem is not a single design. To limit
the search, the constraints Fs ≥ 10 N and m ≤ 15 kg are imposed.
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The stages of synthesis and analysis eliminate some designs because they cannot
satisfy all of the specified constraints. Those designs that have been successfully
synthesized and analyzed are subjected to optimization, using multi-objective domi-
nance testing. More specifically, designs reaching this stage of consideration will be
compared to each other to form a database of non-dominated designs. The logic ap-
plied to build the database is as follows: candidate designs that are superior in one
or more objective functions (i.e. being non-dominated) are added to the database;
candidate designs that are inferior in all objective functions (i.e. being dominated)
are deleted from the database. A database maintaining software can be implemented
on a computer using this logic description.
5.4.4 LPM Motor Design Results
The procedure described above was employed for a total of 120000 trials. Of these,
42484 trials were rejected due to small force and none was rejected due to large
mass. Hence, 77516 candidate designs were identified and, of these, 1863 belonged
to the non-dominated set. The database of 1863 dominant designs is characterized
statistically by Table 9.
Figure 70 shows the dominant designs with respect to smooth force and moving
mass in two formats; reciprocal smooth force 1/Fs on the top and smooth force Fs on
the bottom. Figure 71 shows the dominant designs with respect to average force and
moving mass, with reciprocal average force 1/Fa on the top and average force Fa on
the bottom. The Pareto-optimal frontiers are particularly apparent when reciprocal
force is plotted against mass, since the origin represents the unachievable ideal.
Since smooth force and average force are strongly interrelated, both Figure 70 and
Figure 71 look similar to each other due to small ripple force. The trade-off between
force and mass along the performance frontiers is clear in these plots.
Figure 72 shows the dominant designs with respect to smooth force and magnet
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Table 9: Dominant Design Parameter Distribution of the LPM Motors
Parameter Mean STD Min Max
τ (mm) 54.61 18.92 10.05 79.96
lc (mm) 9.22 5.96 1.01 24.97
lm (mm) 5.37 3.64 1.00 14.98
lg (mm) 0.63 0.34 0.20 1.60
dc (mm) 102.15 35.35 15.04 149.99
sm (mm) 6.26 3.70 1.00 15.75
gc (mm) 18.67 12.04 2.55 74.30
wc (mm) 23.80 10.39 3.77 49.54
w (AWG) 20.53 5.57 11 30
N 635.21 919.77 3 6355
volume per meter in two formats; reciprocal smooth force 1/Fs on the top and smooth
force Fs on the bottom. Figure 73 shows the dominant designs with respect to average
force and magnet volume per meter, with reciprocal average force 1/Fa on the top
and average force Fa on the bottom. The Pareto-optimal frontiers are also apparent
and the distribution of dominant designs is clearly different from Figures 70-71. The
trade-off between force and magnet usage along the performance frontiers is also
evident in these plots.
The dominant designs with respect to average power coefficient and mass are
shown in Figure 74. The trade-off suggests that the motors with larger mass tend
generate lower average power dissipation.
Comparative details for several dominant designs selected from the database, in-
cluding attributes and design parameters, are shown in Table 10. For this selection,
smooth and average acceleration values fall in the ranges 6.15-14.71 g and 6.74-16.62 g,
respectively, where g = 9.8 m/s2. These acceleration values depend heavily on the
constraints imposed within the design software. Other characteristics are tabulated
as well, including values for phase resistance and self inductance L. These selected
results show that smaller wire sizes are preferable for the design objectives under
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Table 10: Selected Dominant Designs of the LPM Motors from the Fs-m Plane
m (kg) 0.19 1.33 2.44 4.34 5.52 7.61 8.97 11.27
Fs (N) 11.41 162.13 346.24 625.25 738.96 878.82 1030.90 1079.70
Fa (N) 12.51 181.85 389.16 706.52 824.98 981.28 1152.00 1195.80
V (cm2) 11.36 35.37 44.79 61.18 54.04 47.78 49.75 41.98
c (mW/N2) 12.57 0.81 0.38 0.22 0.23 0.24 0.20 0.23
Fs/m (g) 6.15 12.47 14.47 14.71 13.66 11.78 11.72 9.77
Fa/m (g) 6.74 13.98 16.26 16.62 15.25 13.16 13.10 10.83
imax (A) 0.32 4.11 1.02 0.81 2.59 2.05 4.11 2.59
vmax (V) 2.51 2.72 24.84 63.47 33.28 73.15 42.50 95.67
R (Ω) 7.81 0.64 21.68 65.29 9.41 22.00 6.27 20.57
L (mH) 1.25 1.30 112.45 599.13 105.06 323.46 115.13 429.21
τ (mm) 12.49 39.28 58.22 78.58 67.73 65.15 79.21 78.94
lc (mm) 2.34 6.22 6.51 8.40 12.49 19.35 20.63 23.94
lm (mm) 5.75 12.63 12.31 14.98 13.24 12.09 14.11 12.27
lg (mm) 0.42 0.39 0.40 0.50 0.89 0.35 0.31 1.08
dc (mm) 134.92 128.96 145.38 146.84 149.78 145.84 123.13 149.29
sm (mm) 1.92 2.68 2.41 2.11 2.64 2.80 4.71 9.81
gc (mm) 7.86 14.64 22.75 33.40 15.83 12.66 24.10 18.94
wc (mm) 3.86 16.57 26.50 34.50 35.74 35.15 38.50 39.18
w (AWG) 29 18 24 25 20 21 18 20
N (turns) 98 87 590 1250 604 1160 676 1269
consideration.
Careful consideration must be made when viewing the results shown in Table 10
for two reasons. First, these acceleration values are deceptive because they do not
include the payload mass, which could be several times higher than the moving mass
of the LPM motors. These LPM motors have small moving mass, due to the absence
of ferromagnetic steel in the translators. Therefore, the actual acceleration could
be much lower than the values presented. Second, the comparison between different
motor designs is not fully possible because thermal resistances (for Watt to Kelvin
conversion) are not calculated. These thermal resistances and the average power co-
efficient (for Newton to Watt conversion) are required to calculate the force capability
of each motor operating at the same temperature for a direct comparison.
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Figure 70: The dominant designs of LPM motors with respect to smooth force and
moving mass.
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Figure 71: The dominant designs of LPM motors with respect to average force and
moving mass.
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Figure 72: The dominant designs of LPM motors with respect to smooth force and
magnet volume per meter.
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Figure 73: The dominant designs of LPM motors with respect to average force and
magnet volume per meters.
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Figure 74: The dominant designs of LPM motors with respect to average power loss
















Figure 75: Diagram of design parameters for a LVR motor with nt = 3 and ns = 1.
5.5 Linear Variable Reluctance Motor Design
The diagram of a three-phase LVR motor under consideration is shown in Figure 75.
Although the LVR motor is installed with bearing systems that hold the two-sided
structure, the analysis of LVR motor performance requires only the design parameters
associated with moving mass and force model. The attributes for the LVR motor
design optimization are: moving mass, smooth force, average force and spatial average
power. The statement of the problem will be presented first and followed by the
detailed discussions of design synthesis, analysis, optimization and final design results.
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5.5.1 Problem Statement
The LVR motor is characterized by a vector of design parameters, as shown in Fig-
























(stator length, = lb)
(wire size, integer)
(210)
where the dashed line indicates the sequential order in which the random synthesis
takes place. For any feasible θ, there will be corresponding values for motor perfor-
mance functions to be optimized.
The multi-objective design optimization problem of the LVR motor is given by
minimize m (moving mass)
maximize Fs (smooth force)
maximize Fa (average force)
minimize s (average power slope)
subject to the inequality constraints
m ≤ 25 kg (maximum mass)
Fs ≥ 10 N (minimum smooth force)












np = 3 (number of phases)
rt = 0.5 (ratio of tooth width and tooth pitch)
sc = 0.7 (coil space factor)
Jmax = 10 A/mm
2 (maximum current density)
Bmax = 2 T (maximum flux density)
ẋmax = 1.8 m/s (maximum velocity)
and the bounds on the variable design parameters
2.5 mm ≤ pt ≤ 40 mm
1 mm ≤ lp ≤ 50 mm
5 mm ≤ lb ≤ 50 mm
15 mm ≤ d ≤ 150 mm
2 ≤ nt ≤ 8




) ≤ lt ≤ 20 mm
0.1 mm ≤ lg ≤ min( pt
25
, 0.8 mm)
11 AWG ≤ w ≤ 30 AWG
The materials are copper and bonding materials for coils and M19 steel for translators
and stators. These specific choices of materials are selected to limit the search space.
In this problem formulation, some design parameters are set as equality constraints
to limit the search space but one could vary certain design parameters by including
them in θ to increase the size of the search space. The details of synthesizing design
parameters are described in the following section.
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5.5.2 Design Synthesis
The MC synthesis process is used to generate a random set of design parameters
from permissible range. Random synthesis for the LVR motor design involves a two-
step process where the design parameters with the most influence on the design must
be synthesized first, and then used to set the permissible ranges for the subsequent
choices of the remaining design parameters.
In the first step, the following eight design parameters are randomly selected with
uniform probability distributions: pt, lp, lb, d, nt and ns. These random choices
introduce limitations on the available coil area. The pole pitch pp is given by




For the choice of tooth ratio rt = 0.5, the tooth width and the valley width are equal
to wt = wv =
1
2
pt. The pole width wp and the available coil width wc are given by
wp = ntwt + (nt − 1)wv = (2nt − 1)pt
2
(212)






and thus the coil area is wclp.
In the second step, the additional constraints lt ≥ 14pt and lg ≤ 125pt are imposed
in order to ensure the accuracy of the air gap model used for analysis before being
randomly selected with uniform probability distribution within these bounds. Note
that the stator length ls is made proportional to the back iron length lb to ensure
sufficient stiffness to support the motor weight. Since the thickness of the stator
bar usually does not significantly influence the force production of the motor (in
comparison to the air gap), this approximation does not affect the overall performance
of the motor.
The coil design parameters w and the number of turns in each coil, N , are selected
according to the following procedure. To guarantee that at least one turn will fit
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around each pole, the wire diameter must be less than min(wc, lp). Take AWGmin
to be the smallest AWG value, greater than or equal to AWG 11, that satisfies this
constraint on wire diameter. For each AWG value between AWGmin and AWG 30,





where the factor of two accounts for the two-sided topology. Each such (w,N) pair
is then checked for feasibility, using an idealized synchronous reluctance model of the
LVR motor assumed to be operating with excitation that minimizes instantaneous














where Ap = nt rt pt d is the total tooth area per pole, Aw(w) is the conductor area, and
Ld/q are the d/q axis inductances. This current limit is consistent with the specified
limits on flux density Bmax and current density Jmax. The choice of Jmax = 10 A/mm
2
is to limit the temperature rise for the outside coil structure of the LVR motors [7].
Operation with maximum current at radian frequency ω = π
pt








imax ≤ Vmax (216)
The coil parameters (w, N) are then selected randomly with uniform probability dis-
tribution from among the feasible candidates identified above. The detailed deriva-
tions are given in Appendix B.
5.5.3 Design Analysis and Optimization
After design parameters for a candidate solution have been randomly synthesized,
the next step is to perform analysis to calculate the vector of objective functions.
The objective functions related to manufacturing application are already discussed
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and demonstrated for a LVR motor in Chapter 4. The additional details to calculate
other objective functions are included in Appendix B.
The first objective function is determined by
m = moving mass (217)
The associated force function of the LVR motor
f(x, i) = force at position x due to current i
is based on physical properties as presented in Chapter 3. Two objective functions










f ∗(x) dx (219)
where f ∗(x) is the solution to the maximum force commutation problem
maximize f(x, i)
subject to |ij| ≤ imax , j = 1, 2, 3
for each x ∈ [0, 2pt] and imax is given by (215). Next recall the spatial average power







where i∗ is the solution to the minimum copper loss commutation problem
minimize iT i
subject to f(x, i) = fd
|ij| ≤ imax , j = 1, 2, 3
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for each x ∈ [0, 2pt] and the desired continuous force satisfies fd ≤ Fs. The objective
function associated with this performance measure is defined as the average slope of


















To account for numerical errors, the value of F = 0.95Fs is selected for the LVR
motor design.
This set of objective functions identifies limits on achievable acceleration (mini-
mum moving mass and maximum force) and average power dissipation with constant
velocity operation mode due to constraints imposed on current density, speed, voltage
and flux density. These objective functions are clearly competing and therefore the
solution to this optimization problem is not a single design. To limit the search, the
constraints Fs ≥ 10 N and m ≤ 25 kg are imposed.
The stages of synthesis and analysis eliminate some designs because they cannot
satisfy all of the specified constraints; other designs are eliminated due to lack of
convergence within the magnetostatic analysis during attempts to solve the optimal
commutation problems. Those designs that have been successfully synthesized and
analyzed are subjected to multi-objective dominance testing to form a database of
non-dominated designs. A database maintaining software can be implemented on a
computer using the same logic applied for the LPM motor design.
5.5.4 LVR Motor Design Results
The procedure described above was employed for a total of 228795 trials. Of these,
10505 trials were rejected due to coil infeasibility, 158859 trials were rejected due to
large mass, 2727 trials were rejected due to convergence problems, and 16761 trials
were rejected due to small force. Hence, 39943 candidate designs were identified and,
of these, 600 were found to be dominant designs. The database of these dominant
designs is characterized statistically by Table 11.
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Table 11: Dominant Design parameter distribution of the LVR motors
Parameter Mean STD Min Max
pt (mm) 7.41 3.41 2.53 20.87
lt (mm) 6.83 4.34 1.04 19.89
lp (mm) 20.67 11.77 2.88 49.97
lb (mm) 21.18 9.61 5.06 49.92
lg (mm) 0.20 0.11 0.10 0.79
d (mm) 101.81 34.42 16.04 149.90
nt 4.31 1.16 2.00 8.00
ns 2.21 1.06 1.00 4.00
w (AWG) 12.48 2.30 11.00 29.00
N 89.85 65.41 14.00 1050.00
Figure 76 shows the dominant designs with respect to smooth force and moving
mass in two formats; reciprocal smooth force 1/Fs on the top and smooth force Fs
on the bottom. Figure 77 shows the dominant designs with respect to average force
and moving mass, with reciprocal average force 1/Fa on the top and average force Fa
on the bottom. The performance frontiers are particularly apparent when reciprocal
force is plotted against mass, since the origin represents the unachievable ideal. Unlike
the LPM motor design results, smooth force and average force for the LVR motors
are less interrelated due to large ripple force. The trade-off between force and mass
attributes along the performance frontiers is clear in these plots.
The dominant designs with respect to average power dissipation slope and moving
mass are shown in Figure 78. The trade-off suggests that the motors with larger mass
would generate lower average power loss.
Comparative details for several selected dominant designs on the Pareto-optimal
frontier of the Fs-m plane, including attributes and design parameters, are shown in
Table 12. For this selection, smooth and average acceleration values fall in the ranges
1.33-3.39 g and 3.01-8.12 g, respectively, where g = 9.8 m/s2. These acceleration
values depend heavily on the constraints imposed within the design software. Other
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Table 12: Selected Dominant Designs of the LVR Motors from the Fs-m Plane
m (kg) 0.58 2.61 4.28 7.28 9.63 15.61 19.16 24.42
Fs (N) 10.11 86.62 129.26 162.28 227.13 286.29 333.01 318.25
Fa (N) 17.22 207.52 260.93 353.73 445.12 546.84 693.39 761.80
s (W/N) 1.12 0.40 0.38 0.19 0.45 0.69 0.39 0.23
Fs/m (g) 1.77 3.39 3.08 2.28 2.41 1.87 1.77 1.33
Fa/m (g) 3.01 8.12 6.22 4.96 4.71 3.58 3.69 3.18
imax (A) 8.22 20.80 33.06 21.28 16.49 41.70 16.49 26.46
vmax (V) 8.36 72.72 43.09 131.09 136.72 66.78 241.45 208.26
R (Ω) 0.11 0.12 0.04 0.09 0.33 0.10 0.51 0.16
La (mH) 0.65 3.26 1.31 7.42 13.97 4.67 32.04 16.10
Lu (mH) 0.40 1.92 0.80 4.57 8.68 2.87 19.35 9.44
pt (mm) 4.64 6.56 7.14 8.51 12.02 20.87 15.47 14.30
lb (mm) 7.72 7.43 14.61 19.18 18.61 24.36 35.51 45.73
lg (mm) 0.17 0.22 0.26 0.32 0.47 0.79 0.55 0.47
d (mm) 61.42 138.70 124.22 90.22 148.04 147.40 140.91 117.43
lt (mm) 4.00 1.92 2.61 2.37 4.47 8.32 4.57 4.49
lp (mm) 2.88 11.77 6.18 12.78 8.59 8.85 10.10 14.10
nt 2 2 3 4 3 2 3 4
ns 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 1
w (AWG) 18 14 12 12 15 11 15 12
N (turns) 32 46 26 64 80 56 120 78
characteristics are tabulated as well, including values for phase resistance, and zero-
current values for aligned self inductance La and unaligned self inductance Lu. These
selected results show that larger wire sizes are preferable for the design objectives
under consideration. As mentioned earlier, the direct comparison between the design
results of the LPM and LVR motors is not possible because thermal resistances are
not calculated.
5.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, a computer-aided design tool for the LPM and LVR motors has been
developed based on the multi-objective optimization using Monte-Carlo synthesis.
This approach bypasses expert knowledge prejudices that may limit innovation, and
prevents sub-optimal results by covering a large space of design parameters; some
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Figure 76: The dominant designs of LVR motors with respect to smooth force and
moving mass.
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Figure 77: The dominant designs of LVR motors with respect to average force and
moving mass.
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Figure 78: The dominant designs of LVR motors with respect to average power
slope and moving mass.
values of the design parameters and material properties are fixed to limit the size
of the search space. The design results are then presented with trade-offs between
different objective functions. However, direct comparison between two sets of optimal





6.1 Summary of Contributions
The major contributions of this thesis are categorized into three areas: (i) mag-
netic modeling, (ii) optimal performance assessment and (iii) multi-objective design
methodology of the LPM and LVR motors for manufacturing automation applica-
tions. The target application is to perform repetitive point-to-point positioning tasks
on a continuous basis under temperature constraints. Through simplification, the
constraint on temperature rise may be replaced by a constraint on average power
dissipation, provided that the thermal resistance is constant and known.
The basic framework of analysis is introduced in Chapter 2 for a class of idealized
synchronous motors, where magnetic saturation and spatial harmonics are neglected,
to provide clarity and insight to predict the solutions for the “real” motors. In
addition, the role of spherical/cubical current limits and 3/6-wire connections are
also explored in this chapter.
First, the power-loss-specified time-optimal position control problem (minimize
T given P problem) is considered as a means to determine the productivity of a
synchronous motor when operating under average power dissipation constraint. This
chapter has established that the minimum-copper-loss position control problem (min-
imize P given T problem) in fact yields the same family of solutions (when T is varied)
as the power-loss-specified problem (when P is varied). Moreover, it was determined
that computational advantages arise by focusing exclusively on the minimum-copper-
loss position control problem.
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Analytical solutions to the minimum-copper-loss position control problem are de-
veloped for the PM and VR synchronous motors with spherical current limit and
3-wire connection. The analytical expressions of the productivity trade-off curves
T (X, P ) are also reported. Numerical solutions to the problem are given for the
PM, VR and hybrid synchronous motors for the four possible current constraint sets.
These results reveal that the cubical current limit with 6-wire connection combination
provides the highest performance (i.e. resulting in lowest P when T and X are held
equal).
Finally, Chapter 2 explores two optimal commutation problems, namely optimal
force control and minimum-copper-loss force control, which are based on solving a
family of static optimization problems. The objective of the force control problem
is to determine the smooth (ripple-free), average and maximum force limit. The
numerical solutions are provided for PM, VR and hybrid synchronous motors for all
four possible current constraint sets. These results also indicate that the cubical
current limit with 6-wire connection combination provides the highest performance
(i.e. resulting in highest smooth and average force range).
The objective of minimum-copper-loss force control is to determine currents that
produce a desired force command with minimum power dissipation with or without
current limit. The analytical solutions are provided for the problem without current
limit, whereas the numerical solutions are provided for the problem with current limit,
for PM, VR and hybrid synchronous motors. These results show that both versions of
the problem yield identical solutions (same spatial average power dissipation) when
the desired force command is small. A small difference becomes noticeable only when
the force command approaches very close to the smooth force limit.
Chapter 3 develops the physics-based force models for the LPM and LVR motors
where spatial harmonics and magnetic saturation are now considered. Due to the
absence of ferromagnetic material in the translator, only spatial harmonics are present
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in the force model of the LPM motor, which has been obtained using the analytical
solution of the Poisson Equation. The magnetic linearity feature results in a special
structure of the force equation that can be exploited. A nonlinear MCA model is
developed for the LVR motor that includes both spatial harmonics and magnetic
saturation; no special structure can be exploited for the force model of the LVR
motor. The accuracy of both force models is verified by FEA.
Applying those force models, the optimal performance assessment of the LPM and
LVR motors is explored in Chapter 4 using the mathematical frameworks discussed in
Chapter 2. Three approaches to assess the optimal performance of electric motors for
manufacturing applications are presented: (i) maximum force limit, (ii) spatial aver-
age power dissipation and (iii) productivity trade-off curve. The first two approaches,
based on solving static optimization problems, are computationally efficient but less
directly related to the target application. The third approach is directly related to the
target application but it is more computationally expensive to obtain the productiv-
ity trade-off curves. The performance assessment methodologies developed here may
be applied to any motor technology used in manufacturing automation applications.
Chapter 5 then discusses the multi-objective design optimization problem. The
computer-based design software based on multi-objective optimization is developed
using Monte-Carlo synthesis and the performance assessment tools described in Chap-
ter 4. Although Monte-Carlo or unguided random synthesis is time consuming, it has
the advantage that design creativity is fully promoted due to its lack of bias. Two
performance assessment approaches based on static optimization are implemented
because of computational efficiency. The design results of the LPM and LVR motors
are finally presented. The two sets of final results are not directly comparable because
the thermal resistance models for both types of motors are not available. Hence, the
question of which motor technology is more suitable for the target application has
been left unanswered. Nonetheless, the preliminary works to develop the thermal
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resistance models of the LPM and LVR motors are discussed and presented in the
appendices, along with other supplementary materials.
6.2 Future Research
Many research opportunities exist for continuing works in this research direction.
Some suggestions are discussed as follows:
Complete Development of Thermal Resistance Model: As an immediate
extension to this research work, thermal resistance models of the LPM and LVR
motors are required to directly compare their performances. In manufacturing ap-
plications where productivity is limited by steady-state temperature, it is necessary
to rate the performances of different motor technologies at the same operating tem-
perature to accurately assess their performances. Some preliminary works have been
conducted in this direction and are included in the appendices.
Inclusion of Productivity Trade-Off Curve in Design: So far, only compu-
tationally efficient objective functions based on static optimization are implemented
in the design software. In fact, the productivity trade-off curve T (X, P ) is more di-
rect to predict the productivity achieved by each candidate motor design. With a
complete development of the thermal resistance model, T (X,P ) can be transformed
to T (X, Θ) to vividly show the productivity each candidate design can achieve at
temperature Θ. A new problem formulation, namely the time-optimal control prob-
lem with temperature constraint, is also another possibility to directly address the
coupled nature of the thermal, mechanical and electrical dynamics presented within
the systems under consideration.
Further Improvement of LPM and LVR Motor Force Model: The LVR
motors are potentially more suitable to operate at high temperature due to the ab-
sence of permanent-magnets which tend to degrade at high temperature. Especially,
the toothed structure of the LVR motors can be curved such that heat can be removed
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more effectively to achieve even better performance. Much research is needed to de-
velop an accurate and computationally efficient force model of the LVR motors with
curved-toothed structure. One can always rely on FEA for accurate force prediction
of the LVR motors with any arbitrary tooth design, but this is prohibitive for use in
the computationally intensive design methodology proposed in this research direction.
For the LPM motor, the further improvement should include the thermal effect that
degrades the performance of permanent-magnet at high operating temperature.
Numerical Method for Solving Optimal Control Problem: As pointed
out earlier, some difficulties were encountered to derive T (X, P ) for the LVR motor
directly from solving the optimal control problem. Despite being very efficient, the
present force model of the LVR motor is still too computationally expensive for the
proposed numerical method. In addition to improving the efficiency of the force
model, the numerical method itself can be a subject of further improvement, since at
present the numerical method does not capture control discontinuity.
Experimental Work for Model Verification: All force and thermal models of
the present research have been verified by FEA with reasonable agreements. However,
experimental works that include parasitic effects not being modeled in FEA can be
carried out to further verify the accuracy of the existing models. This would give
an opportunity to further refine and enhance the overall accuracy of the force and
thermal models in relation to the actual devices.
Friction Model: Despite being neglected in this research for simplicity, friction
can play a big role in determining the achievable performance under optimal control.
Hence, the development and inclusion of an accurate friction model to the system
dynamics is another important aspect for future research.
Other Heat Sources: In addition to copper losses, the hysteresis losses, eddy-
current losses, skin effect losses and mechanical losses are also present and contribut-
ing additional heat to the systems. The studies of these losses would further enhance
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the ability to accurately predict the achievable productivity.
Feedback Control Implementation: It is necessary to develop a feedback
control scheme for actual implementation to verify whether or not the predicted op-
timal performance is achievable. The development of the feedback controller may be
conducted via simulation or experimental work.
Further Consideration of Voltage Limits: In this research, the formulation
of the optimal control and optimal commutation problems assumes current sources
as controls without any consideration of voltage limits, whereas the actual motors
are controlled by voltage sources with finite magnitude. The inclusion of the voltage
dynamics equations would add complexity to the problem formulation, but it also in-
creases the overall accuracy of the control design. In addition, a further improvement
may include the calculation of voltage limits in motor design that is based on realistic
motor models, instead of the idealized models.
Algorithm for Motor Selection: The motors in the non-dominated set from the
multi-objective design optimization, in principle, are optimal and “equivalent” subject
to the objective functions considered. However, in practice a certain motor must be
properly selected from the database for actual construction and implementation. The
selection process of the “right” motor from the non-dominated set is apparently not
obvious because the choice of such motor closely depends on further specifications
such as payload size, smooth/average force requirement and construction cost. The
development of such algorithm is undeniably another crucial research direction.
Although many possibilities for future research remain to be explored, this thesis
provides a valuable first step for the performance assessment and design optimization
of electric motors for manufacturing automation applications under temperature limit.
In conclusion, the contributions of this research help establish the framework for
analysis and design of LS motors that can be extended for other motor technologies




The air gap model used in this research, introduced in [68], assumes that flux flows
across the air gap through flux tubes shaped by straight lines and circular arcs. Rep-
resentative flux tubes are shown in Figure 79, over one tooth pitch, for several orien-







where µ0 is the permeability of air, l is the length of the tube and dA is the differential
cross section of the tube. Evaluation of (221) for all possible cases leads to the


































, 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.5wv
P4 =
µ0dx
lg + 0.5π(wv − x) , 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.5wv
P4′ =
µ0d(wv − x)
lg + 0.5π(wv − x) , 0.5wv ≤ x ≤ wv
P4′′ =
µ0d(x− wt)
lg + 0.5π(x− wt) , wt ≤ x ≤ wv
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Figure 79: Assumed flux paths between toothed poles at different displacement







lg + 0.5π(wv − x)
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lg + 0.5π(x− wt)
)
, wt ≤ x ≤ wv
where wt is the tooth width, wv is the valley width, lg is the air gap length, d is the
depth, x is the relative displacement between opposing teeth, and the subscripts are
labeled according to the subregions as shown in Figure 79.
The total gap permeance Pg(x) is therefore the sum of all permeances associated
with each flux tube. In this research, flux tubes are separated into two distinct groups;
overlap flux tubes and fringing flux tubes, corresponding to the overlap component
of the gap permeance Po(x) and the fringing component of the gap permeance Pf (x),
defined as
Po = P1 (222)
Pf = Pg − P1 (223)






According to Figure 80(a), the moving mass of the candidate LPM motor is given by
the sum of coil mass Mc, epoxy mass Me and mover mass Mv, i.e.
Mm = Mc + Me + Mv (224)
where each quantity is calculated by
Mc = (scρc + (1− sc)ρi) · Vc (225)
Me = ρe · (wt lt (dt + dg)− Vc) (226)
Mv = ρv · wt lt dv (227)
where the coil volume Vc is calculated by
Vc = 3 · wc · lc · 2(gc + dc + 2wc) (228)
and ρc, ρi, ρe and ρa are the density of copper, insulating materials, epoxy and
aluminum as listed in Table 13. The insulating materials are assumed to be layers of
polyurethane and epoxy and the density is averaged.
According to Figure 80(b), the moving mass of the candidate LVR motor is given
by the sum of back iron mass Mb, pole mass Mp, tooth mass Mt and coil mass Mc,
i.e.





























Figure 80: Motor diagrams with geometry variables defined.
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Table 13: Material Density Properties





Silicon steel ρs 7800
where each quantity is calculated by
Mb = ρs · lb (2pp + wp) d (230)
Me = 3ρs · lp wp d (231)
Mv = 3ρs · nt wt lt d (232)
Mc = 3(scρc + (1− sc)ρi) · lp wc (wp + d + 2wc) (233)
where ρs the density of steel as also listed in Table 13.
B.2 Wire Size and Resistance
According to [11], the bare-wire diameter (conductor only) based on American Wire
Gauge (AWG) is given by
dia(w) = 11.68 (0.890526)w+3 mm (234)
where w is the wire size in AWG number. Apparently, the bigger w is, the smaller





where ρ is the resistivity of copper, N is the number of turns and l is effective
circumferential length of the winding as shown in Figure 81. Note that the insulation
and bonding material in the winding are taken into account via the coil space factor











Figure 82: Diagrams for calculating self inductance of the LPM motor: (a) side view
of a magnetic flux path linking a coil and (b) the corresponding magnetic circuit.
B.3 Inductances
For the LPM motor shown in Figure 80(a), only self inductance is considered due
to the large air gap structure. The diagrams for calculating the self inductance are
shown in Figure 82. Assuming magnetic linearity and neglecting flux leakage, the
flux linkage λ for the coil is given by
λ = Li = NΦ = N2Pi (236)
where L is the inductance, i is the phase current, N is the number of turns, Φ is the






where µ0 is the permeability of air and A and l are the effective cross section area and
effective length, respectively. Note that permeability of steel and permanent magnet
are assumed to be infinite and µ0, respectively. It follows that the self inductance is
given by
L = N2P (238)
and specifically for the LPM motor
L =
µ0N
2(gc + wc)(dc + wc)
lt + 2lg + 2lm
(239)
where the geometry variables are defined in Figure 80(a).
For the LVR motor shown in Figure 80(b), both self and mutual inductances must
be accounted for due to its strong magnetically coupled structure. The inductances
may be calculated from air gap reluctances (R1, R2, R3) that vary as functions of
relative displacement x. These reluctances are periodic functions of x, with period
equal to pt and with pole-to-pole spatial shifts equal to pt/3, where pt is the tooth
pitch. When spatial harmonics are excluded, the reluctances may be represented by
Rj = r0 + r1 cos(ωx− (j − 1)2π
3
) (240)
for j = 1, 2, 3 where ω = 2π/pt and r0 and r1 are the coefficients depending on air gap
geometry as considered in Appendix A where permeance is the inverse of reluctance.
By analyzing the equivalent magnetic circuit associated with Figure 80(b), it is
possible to relate the air gap reluctances to inductances of the phase windings. For
ideal case when steel is infinitely permeable and flux leakage is neglected, the self and
mutual inductances are given by
Ljj = Ls + Lm cos(ωx− (j − 1)2π
3
) (241)






















Ls for j, k = 1, 2, 3. Finally, the aligned self inductance La and unaligned
self inductance Lu, which will be used in the design process, are calculated by
La = Ls + Lm (245)
Lu = Ls − Lm (246)
B.4 System Description Review
A brief description of the ideal LPM and LVR motor system is given here as a basis
for determining current and voltage limits.
According to Chapter 2, a change of variables is introduced to eliminate the de-
















































where σ̃ is a vector of the d-axis, q-axis and 0-axis variable for voltage or current,
and σ is a vector of the original voltage or current variables and p is the motor pitch
which characterizes the spatial periodicity of the linear magnetic structure. For LPM
motors, p is the magnet pitch τ ; for LVR motors p is the tooth pitch pt.
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The resulting voltage equations are given by













v0 = Ri0 (251)
where (vq, vd, v0) and (iq, id, i0) are the q-axis, d-axis and 0-axis component of voltages
and currents, respectively; Ld and Lq are given by




Lq = Ls + Ms − 32Lm (253)





The force function is given by
f(iq, id) = Kaiq + Kriqid (255)
where Ka is the alignment force constant and Kr is the reluctance force constant.
Kr = 0 for LPM motors; Ka = 0 for LVR motors.
B.5 Current Limit
During the design process, current limits are determined: (i) to conservatively restrict
steady-state temperature rise in the windings (both LPM and LVR motor design) and
(ii) to prevent over-saturating steel under steady-state operation (only LVR motor














where Aw is the cross-sectional area of the conductor, Jmax is the maximum instanta-
neous current density, N is the number of turns per phase, Ap is the cross-sectional
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area of the poles, Leff is an effective inductance parameter and Bmax is the maximum
flux density. The analysis method used to calculate (256) is based on the ideal syn-
chronous motor models and the derivation is summarized in the following subsections.
B.5.1 Steady-State Temperature Rise
The thermal model of a motor is greatly simplified by regarding it as a homogeneous
body exhibiting a capacity for thermal energy storage and cooled by convection (nat-
ural or forced). Under these assumptions, the mean surface temperature ϑ is governed
by the power balance
CpMt
˙̃ϑ + ChAtϑ̃ = p (257)
where ϑ̃ = ϑ−ϑ0 denotes the rise from ambient temperature ϑ0, p is the input power
sourcing the heat flow, Mt is the mass experiencing heat flow, Cp is the specific heat
of the material experiencing heat flow, At is the surface area normal to the direction
of heat flow, and Ch is the coefficient of heat transfer. The value of Ch is strongly
influenced by the velocity of cooling air. Consequently, the thermal resistance is
essentially fixed under forced convection but will depend on the motion trajectory
under natural convection.
If the motor provides periodic motion with period T , then the phase currents






3) will also be periodic
with period T . Due to the large thermal time constant, the temperature rise will be
































The steady-state solution of the power balance with p = P is given by












i2max dt = imax (261)
Hence, if the instantaneous phase currents satisfy the bound





then the steady-state temperature will be bounded by ϑ∞ ≤ ϑmax. Corresponding to
imax is a bound on instantaneous current density defined by
Jmax = imax/Aw (263)
Imposing a bound Jmax on instantaneous current density is an appropriate way to limit
the steady-state temperature. On the other hand, since the steady-state temperature
is actually determined by RMS currents, the use of instantaneous current bounds as
described above will lead to a conservative (non-optimal) satisfaction of the desired
result ϑ∞ ≤ ϑmax.
Since the LPM motors under consideration usually operate in the linear region of
the BH-curve, it is sufficient to consider only current limit from Jmax, which may be
determined from thermal analysis or expert design rule. However, magnetic saturation
must also be taken into consideration to appropriately impose instantaneous current
bounds for the LVR motors because the motor usually operates in the nonlinear region
of the BH-curve.
B.5.2 Commutation Scheme for Steady-State Operation
Suppose that a three-phase synchronous motor, with linear and sinusoidal magnet-
ics, is commutated with minimum-copper-loss commutation without current limit as
discussed in Chapter 2. This commutation scheme can be stated formally as
minimize ĩT ĩ
subject to f(iq, id) = fd
(264)
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where fd is a desired force command. This version of the problem has a closed-form

























This formulation will be used to estimate current and voltage bounds when the motor
operates under steady-state conditions.
B.5.3 Magnetic Saturation
Magnetic saturation are considered to impose instantaneous current bounds only for
the LVR motors. According to (247)-(248) and (264)-(267), the excitation current of
phase j has the form










where the plus sign is used for positive force and the minus sign is used for negative
force. The flux density Bj within the poles of phase j is related to the excitation
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currents via the flux linkage λj and the magnetic flux φj by




where the self and mutual inductances are given by
Ljj = Ls + Lm cos(ωx− (j − 1)2π
3
) (271)


























It is clear that Bj varies sinusoidally with respect to position. The value of x that





x + (j − 1)2π
3
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Applying this constraint, it follows that the flux density within poles is bounded by
the peak value of phase currents according to
|NApB| ≤ LeffI (275)
Leff =
√










Consequently, if Bmax is the maximum flux density that can be supported by the
magnetic material from which poles are constructed, then the phase currents should






More precisely, if Jmax is the maximum current density that can be supported by









The value of Bmax is a directly identifiable material parameter, whereas the value of
Jmax may be determined from thermal analysis or expert design rule.
B.6 Voltage Limit
During the design process, voltage requirements are determined to restrict the values
of resistance and inductance in the windings within a reasonable range so that the
candidate motors do not require excessively high voltage to operate. The analysis
method used to calculate voltage requirements is also based on ideal synchronous
motor models, where magnetic saturation and spatial harmonics are excluded.
When a synchronous motor (LPM or LVR) operates under steady-state conditions
according to (247)-(248) and (264)-(265), the steady-state physical currents and volt-
age are given by
i = I
[





cos(x1 + δv) cos(x2 + δv) cos(x3 + δv)
]T
(280)














cos δv sin δv 0
]T
(282)












According to (249)-(251) and (265) when the LPM motor operates under steady-
state conditions, the steady-state voltages are given by




where L = Ld = Lq and ω =
π
τ
ẋ. This leads to
‖̃i‖ = |i∗PM| (287)
‖ṽ‖ = |i∗PM|
√
R2 + (ωL)2 (288)





R2 + (ωL)2 (289)
for LPM motors.
According to (249)-(251) and (267), when the LVR motor operates under steady-
state conditions, the steady-state voltages are given by
vd = (R∓ ωLq) i∗VR (290)
vq = (R± ωLd) i∗VR (291)
where the plus sign is used for positive force and the minus sign is used for negative
force and ω = π
pt






(R∓ ωLq)2 + (R± ωLd)2 (293)












In conclusion, the design formulas for determining voltage requirements are cal-
















THERMAL ANALYSIS OF A LPM MOTOR
The preliminary work to develop the thermal resistance model (TRM) of a LPM
motor is presented in this appendix. In particular, TRM has been a popular tool for
thermal analysis in design and optimization of electric motors for its computational
efficiency [71, 72, 73, 74, 3]. The resulting TRM is used to determine the “equivalent”
thermal resistance that is required to compare performances between different motor
technologies for manufacturing automation applications.
Heat transfer analysis of the LPM motor, shown in Figure 83, is complex due to its
geometry, and the interrelated modes of heat transfer (conduction in different materi-
als and convection on open surfaces). In addition, the heat convection characteristics
are strongly influenced by the intended periodic mode of operation; if forced air or
liquid cooling is not available (as considered here), then the cooling air flow arises
only from periodic motion. Heat transfer analysis of the motor under consideration
has not appeared in the literature.
Hence, the objective is to first analyze the heat transfer characteristics of this
LPM motor using a TRM that accounts for both conduction and convection. The
LPM motor under consideration operates with continuous periodic excitation and
short-stroke reciprocating motion, resulting in mostly natural convection that helps
the cooling (forced convection induced by short-stroke motion is small). A full val-
idation of the proposed TRM would require FEA based on coupled conduction and
convection wherein computational fluid dynamics is used to determine the velocity
field for natural cooling. As a first step, this study validates the TRM using conduc-




































(c) Concentrated windings encased in epoxy.
Figure 83: LPM motor with concentrated windings.
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on boundary surfaces at which convection occurs.
C.1 Thermal Resistance Model
The main sources of power losses in electromechanical systems are: (i) copper losses,
(ii) iron losses from eddy currents and hysteresis, and (iii) friction losses from mechan-
ical contacts and windage. In this study, only copper losses due to periodic operation
are considered. The TRM is developed according to the following assumptions:
• The heat generated in the coils is uniformly distributed and conducts in radial
directions within cross sectional planes.
• Heat conducts in a single direction within homogeneous materials resulting in
isothermal surfaces normal to the heat flux.
• Heat convection occurs only at certain surfaces exposed to air, depending on
dimension and orientation.
• Thermal contact resistance between different materials is negligible.
C.1.1 Homogeneous Material









where k is the thermal conductivity and A is the cross section area normal to the
heat flow direction x. For a block of homogeneous material as shown in Figure 84,





where L is the length of the block. Although this model assumes isothermal surfaces






Figure 84: Homogeneous material block and its thermal resistive representation.
can reasonably predict hot spots of the motor. Homogeneous regions of the epoxy,
air gap, PM and steel may be modeled in this way.
C.1.2 Windings
The windings are constructed from multiple turns of wire that has a copper core
surrounded by electrical insulation (polyurethane, polyester, aluminum oxide, etc.),
and coated with adhesive material (epoxy, polyester, etc.). When these windings are
heat treated, the adhesive material bonds the coils for mechanical rigidity.
Since the copper is uniformly distributed within the winding, the copper core will
be modeled as a single rectangular block with matched cross section area as shown in
Figure 85. The layers of the electrical insulation (polyurethane) and adhesive material
(epoxy) are grouped together into a single layer to simplify the model.
The copper core is modeled as an ideal heat source
q = rI2rms (298)
where r is the electrical resistance of the copper and Irms is the rms value of the
phase current passing through the coil during one operational period. The phase
currents are determined using a model of the electromechanical dynamics to obtain
a desired periodic motion. Heat capacitance is not needed when modeling the heat














Figure 86: Homogeneous layer of winding material model.
The remaining layer of polyurethane/epoxy is modeled as a one-dimensional ther-
mal resistance using the structure shown in Figure 86. From (296), this leads to
R =
L ln(Do/Di)
kw(Do −Di) , Do 6= Di (299)
where L, Do, Di and w are defined in the diagram.
C.1.3 Natural Heat Convection
Convective heat transfer occurs where motor surfaces are exposed to air. For the
LPM motor, convective heat transfer takes place throughout the entire structure and





where h is the average film coefficient of the particular surface and A is the surface
area exposed to the cooling air. The average film coefficient is conventionally obtained






where L is the characteristic length. The Nusselt number is geometry dependent and
can be obtained experimentally or by solving the boundary layer equations.
When the LPM motor operates with continuous periodic motion, three possibili-
ties for heat convection exist: (i) predominately natural convection due to negligible
amount of relative air flow from short-stroke motion with no forced cooling air, (ii)
predominately forced convection due to relative air flow from long-stroke motion
with forced cooling air, or (iii) both natural and forced convection. Since the heat
dissipation by natural convection is generally lower than by forced convection, the
short-stroke motion with minimal cooling represents the true thermal limit of motor
performance. Hence only (i) is considered in this study.
Assume that the LPM is set up vertically with payload mounted on the top as
shown in Figures 83(b) and 87. The natural convection through surfaces 1, 3 and 7-9
in Figure 87 will be modeled as vertical plates and the Nusselt number for calculating
the average heat transfer coefficients is given by [75]






















where ν is the kinematic viscosity of air, α is the thermal diffusivity of air, g is
the acceleration due to gravity, β is the volumetric thermal expansion coefficient of
air, Ts and Ta are the surface and ambient temperatures, and L is the characteristic
length along the vertical surface. All air-related coefficients are evaluated at the film
temperature (average of the surface and ambient temperature).
The natural heat convection through the top and bottom surfaces of the payload
will be modeled as horizontal plates and the Nusselt number is given by
























Figure 87: Convective heat transfer surfaces for the steady-state heat transfer anal-
ysis for TRM and FEA.
for surface 10, and




for surface 11, where the characteristic length L = As/P ; As and P are the surface
area and the perimeter of the plate. Note that since RaL > 103 on surfaces 4 and 6,
the heat convection is assumed to be negligible on those surfaces [76].
Surface 2 is where the LPM motor is usually installed on a larger device such as
a gantry robot, so it will be modeled as a heat sink. The heat dissipation rate is
estimated to be 300 W/m2 for the body temperature rise of 30 K and average film
coefficient of 10 W/m2K over the whole device.
C.1.4 Thermal Network Topology
The TRM shown in Figure 88 represents only half of the thermal system due to sym-
metry. Nodal temperatures within the windings correspond to the interface between









































Figure 88: The thermal resistance model of the LPM motor for steady-state heat
transfer analysis.
whereas the ambient temperature is represented by voltage sources. The heat con-
duction through homogeneous materials is represented by linear resistors whereas the
natural convection to the ambient temperature is represented by nonlinear resistors
due to their surface temperature dependence.
According to the model, heat generated by copper loss is conducted through the
polyurethane/epoxy layer to the epoxy case. The heat is then transfered through
three possible directions: (i) to the stator (all three phases), (ii) to the air through
the sides of the coil assembly (surface 7) and (iii) to the mover and payload (node M
to surfaces 8-11). Heat that is transfered to the stator passes the air gap, PMs, steel
and then is naturally convected to air via the surface 1, 3 and 5 of the back iron.
Some heat is dissipated through heat sinks at the bottom of the U-channel (surface
2). Note that the prime symbol indicates the opposing surfaces on the other side of
the device.
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Table 14: Material Thermal Properties
Material k ρ Cp
(W/m K) (kg/m3) (J/kgK)
Aluminum 237 2700 903
Copper 385 8900 380
Epoxy 0.8 1800 900
NdFeB magnet 8.95 7500 520
Polyurethane 0.216 1300 1800
Silicon steel 66.1 7800 434
The heat that is transfered vertically passes the epoxy to the mover and the pay-
load, and then is convected through the surfaces of the mover and payload. Since the
aluminum mover and the aluminum payload under consideration have good thermal
conductivity and are directly attached to the epoxy case, their thermal resistances
are negligible and not included in the network. Symmetry along the center of the coil
assembly is assumed to reduced the model complexity.
The average film coefficients are calculated using the surface temperature at each
location. The surface temperature of surface 1, used for the average film coefficient
calculation, is obtained by averaging multiple associated nodal temperatures. The
thermal resistance values are determined in accordance with Tables 14-15. For the
combined polyurethane/epoxy layer, the material properties are averaged.
C.2 Steady-State Thermal Analysis
At steady state, the temperature rise due to copper loss directly relates to the periodic
currents passing through the copper coils. In the TRM, this effect is captured by rms
currents Irms,1, Irms,2 and Irms,3. These values are obtained from a model of the
electromechanical dynamics as shown below.
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Table 15: LPM Motor Parameters
Parameter Symbol Value
Coil assembly:
Coil pitch pc 62 mm
Coil width wc 23 mm
Coil length lc 9.3 mm
Coil gap gc 12 mm
Coil depth dc 100 mm
Total width wt 186 mm
Total length lt 10.3 mm
Total depth dt 150 mm
Vertical cover (lt − lc)/2 0.5 mm
Horizontal cover (dt − dc − 2wc)/2 2 mm
Averaged coil area Ac 4305 mm
2
Number of turns N 302
Wire size (AWG) w 20
Stator:
Back iron depth D 180 mm
Back iron length lb 10 mm
Magnet depth dm 150 mm
Magnet pitch pm 93 mm
Magnet width wm 35 mm
Magnet length lm 5 mm
Air gap length lg 0.5 mm
Clearance gap depth dg 2 mm
Stator base depth db 15 mm
Total stator width ws 569.5 mm
Residual flux density Br 1.15 T
Mover & Payload:
Aluminum mover - 41.3×186×20 mm3
Aluminum payload - 254×254×25.4 mm3
Moving mass M 5.51 kg
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Figure 89: Periodic motion trajectory commands.
C.2.1 Linear Motor Operational Profile
The desired periodic motion is defined by stroke length 5 mm, maximum velocity 0.35
m/s, maximum acceleration 50 m/s2, and maximum jerk 104 m/s3. The resulting
stroke duration of 26.3 ms, combined with a selected dwell time of 3.7 ms, yields a
round-trip period of 60 ms. The desired position xd, desired velocity ẋd and desired
acceleration ẍd are shown in Figure 89.
The phase currents required to produce the commanded periodic motion will be
approximated using an idealized model of force production. Neglecting magnetic
saturation and spatial harmonics, the force F produced by the LPM motor is given
by
F = −Kf (i1 sin x1 + i2 sin x2 + i3 sin x3) (306)




x + (j − 1)2π
3
(307)
where x is the mechanical position of the motor, and Kf is the force constant given
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Following a minimum copper loss commutation strategy, the desired phase currents






















where the desired force is chosen according to
F d = Mẍd (310)
where M is the moving mass. The desired current trajectories are shown in Figure 90.
C.2.2 Implementation
The TRM is solved at the stationary position x = 0 mm, depicted in Figure 83a,
due to the small moving distance of 5 mm. Since the average film coefficients de-
pend on surface temperatures, certain thermal resistances in Figure 88 are nonlinear.
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Consequently, nodal analysis of the TRM involves iteration. Iteration is initiated by
assuming all convective surfaces have temperature 320 K. Under this assumption, the
set of nodal equations for Figure 88 will take a linear form
Ax = b (311)
where A is a matrix of thermal resistances, x is a vector of nodal temperatures, and b
is a vector of heat sources and sinks. This set of linear equations is solved to determine
all nodal temperatures. The computed temperatures for the convective surfaces are
used to update (311), and the process is repeated until the assumed and computed
convective surface temperatures agree to within 0.5 K.
C.2.3 Single-Node Thermal Resistance Model
The single-node TRM, where the motor is regarded as a homogeneous body, can
be derived from the existing TRM using simplifying assumptions and circuit reduc-
tion, as illustrated in Figure 91. First, the steel elements are replaced by short circuits
because metal is usually a much better heat conducting material. Notice that all non-
linear elements become linear once the TRM is solved through the iterative process.
Then the network topology is reconfigured into a fewer number of lumped elements
in Figures 91(b)-(c), where nodes (1,2,3) are assumed to have the same nodal tem-
perature. The Thevenin equivalent circuit is then derived for Figure 91(c) to obtain
Figure 91(d) where
Tth = Ta − R1R2R3 qs




R1 + R2 + R3
(313)
Through circuit analysis of Figure 91(d)-(e), the hot spot temperature Th of the LPM
motor is determined to be





where qj is the copper loss of phase j calculated according to (298), and the equivalent




R0 + Rth (315)
This is the same thermal resistance mentioned in Section 1.1 of Chapter 1 that is
required to transform Watt to Kelvin. Note that both (314) and (3) are consistent.
C.3 Finite Element Analysis
C.3.1 PDE Formulation
The FEA computation is conducted to verify the results from the TRM. Since only the
short-stroke periodic motion profile is considered in this study, the FEA computation
sets the problem as a stationary system. The steady-state heat conduction equation
is given by
∇ · (−k∇T ) = Q (316)
where T is the temperature and Q is the heat generation per unit volume. The
radiation effect is assumed to be negligible because of the small temperature difference
between surfaces.
C.3.2 Computational Settings and Post Processing
The computation is performed using the commercial software COMSOL [77], which is
capable of solving (316) in the multi-physics heat conduction mode. Although solving
for the stationary system is different from solving for the moving body, the influence
of cooling effect due to motion is negligible because of the small travel distance. FEA
is conducted in 3D mode because the heat transfer occurs in all directions.
The geometry shown in Figure 87 is solved with the parameters listed in Tables 14-
15. The mover and payload are assumed to be solid aluminum blocks. Although some
thermal contact resistances are usually present in the actual device, they are omitted








































Figure 91: Derivation of the single-node thermal resistance model of the LPM motor:
(a) steel elements are replaced by short circuits, (b) network reconfiguration, (c)
simplified network topology, (d) simplified network with Thevenin equivalent circuit
and (e) single-node TRM.
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size. Note that the block of air of the same width as the coil assembly is extended
2 mm vertically upward to include the air between the coil assembly and the mover,
and 15 mm vertically downward to include the air space between the coil assembly
and the U-channel. The block of air also includes the air space between the stator
and the coil assembly.
The boundary conditions used are listed in Table 16, where the boundary numbers
correspond to those shown in Figure 87. The average film coefficients derived from
(301)-(305) are required to specify all the boundary conditions except surfaces 2,
4 and 6. Since these coefficients are related to the surface temperatures, the FEA
computation was iterated, beginning with a set of assumed surface temperatures, until
the computed surface temperatures agree with the assumed surface temperatures to
within 0.5 K. The initial surface temperatures of 320 K is assumed to start the
computation. The converged values of the average film coefficients are listed in the
table, where the prime symbol indicates the opposing surface on the other side of
the device. These values are different from those obtained from TRM because the
computed surface temperatures from the two approaches are different. For surface
2, the heat dissipation rate of −300 W/m2 is used and thermal insulation (zero heat
flux) is assumed on surface 4 and 6 to match the conditions used for TRM. The
boundary condition of thermal insulation is also used for all surfaces of air.
To compare the 3D results from FEA to the 1D results from the TRM, the dis-
tributed temperature computed from FEA is averaged on boundaries between differ-






where TS is the surface averaged temperature on the boundary and A is the surface
area of the boundary.
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Table 16: Boundary Conditions for Steady-State Heat Conduction
Boundary Types Settings
1 Heat flux h = 4.47 W/m2K
2 Heat flux* q = −300 W/m2
3 Heat flux h = 4.24 W/m2K
3′ Heat flux h = 4.30 W/m2K
4 (both sides) Insulation -
5 Heat flux h = 4.44 W/m2K
5′ Heat flux h = 4.52 W/m2K
6 (both sides) Insulation -
7 Heat flux h = 4.95 W/m2K
7′ Heat flux h = 5.56 W/m2K
8 Heat flux h = 7.35 W/m2K
9 Heat flux h = 6.75 W/m2K
10 Heat flux h = 5.05 W/m2K
11 Heat flux h = 2.53 W/m2K
* Ta = 300 K for all heat flux boundary conditions
except boundary 2.
C.4 Comparative Simulation Results
The TRM is used to analyze the heat transfer characteristics of the LPM motor under
the periodic excitation. From the current trajectories shown in Figure 90, the rms cur-
rents are 0.744, 3.199 and 2.640 A. The electrical resistance of the windings is 2.97 Ω
per phase and Ta = 300 K. Note that some of the motor parameters implemented
here may be different from those used in the previous chapters.
The temperature distribution on a cross section and on the surfaces of the LPM
using FEA are shown in Figures 92-93. The numerical results from the TRM and FEA
are compared in Table 17. Since the node temperatures of the TRM represent the
average temperatures of each material on the boundary, the surface averages along
the boundaries are calculated from 3D FEA to compare with 1D results from the
TRM.
From the table, the overall results from the TRM match well with the surface
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Figure 92: 3D FEA solution on slice located at the center of the coil assembly.
Figure 93: 3D FEA solution on the boundary surfaces.
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Table 17: Comparative Thermal Analysis Results, Temperature (K)
Material Single-node TRM 3D FEA
TRM (surface avg)
Coils (avg) 346.93 346.74 350.39
Phase 1 coil
Copper–poly./epoxy - 331.38 332.58
Poly./epoxy–air - 331.21 332.41
Phase 2 coil
Copper–poly./epoxy - 359.27 362.85
Poly./epoxy–air - 356.14 359.25
Phase 3 coil
Copper–poly./epoxy - 349.58 355.72
Poly./epoxy–air - 347.44 353.29
Payload top surface - 315.14 311.79
Back iron (outside) - 323.02 323.32
average data of the FEA results, with the maximum temperature discrepancy being
around 5 degrees. Because of the short-stroke motion profile, the electrical load is
mainly placed on phases 2 and 3, with phase 2 exhibiting slightly higher rms cur-
rent, which results in higher temperature rise as expected. Most nodal temperatures
calculated by the TRM are lower than the results obtained from FEA except for the
temperature of the payload, which may result from the exclusion of the mover and
payload model in TRM.
The single-node TRM result is compared with the TRM and FEA results using
the average temperature of the three coil windings, as shown in Table 17. The single-
node TRM result shows great agreement with a slight deviation from the TRM result
because of the absence of the steel elements to simplify the thermal circuit. The
numerical value of the equivalent thermal resistance of the LPM motor is Req = 1.908
K/W.
The developed TRM gives satisfactory performance in comparison with the heat
conduction analysis from FEA. However, to more accurately simulate the device using
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FEA, the buoyancy force that influences the air flow in the natural convection must
be solved for. This buoyancy force is closely related to the surface temperature of
the material, giving rise to a coupled set of Navier-Stokes and the heat equations
[75]. Nonetheless, the simple and computationally efficient TRM overall successfully
predicts the hot spot of the LPM motor from heat conduction analysis to within 5
degrees, which is the most critical aspect of this study. More motion profiles may be
required to further test the accuracy of the proposed TRM.
C.5 Conclusion
The TRM of the LPM motor has been developed assuming one-dimensional heat
conduction in the steel, PM and air gap, and radial heat conduction in the windings.
The heat convection of the motor structure is estimated using the natural convection
correlations. The thermal resistance model predicts the hot spot to within 5 degrees
and the average coil temperature to within 5 degrees.
The single-node TRM is also developed to determine the equivalent thermal resis-
tance of the LPM motor when it is regarded as a homogeneous body. The resulting
temperature of the single-node TRM agrees with the average temperature of the three
coil windings obtained from both multi-node TRM and FEA. Future improvements
may include the thermal contact resistance between different materials and a more




THERMAL ANALYSIS OF A LVR MOTOR
The preliminary work to develop the thermal resistance model (TRM) of a LVR
motor is presented in this appendix. In particular, TRM has been a popular tool for
thermal analysis in design and optimization of electric motors for its computational
efficiency [71, 72, 73, 74, 3]. The resulting TRM is used to determine the “equivalent”
thermal resistance that is required to compare performances between different motor
technologies for manufacturing automation applications.
Consider the LVR motor of Figure 94. Because of the open structure, where all
materials are exposed to the ambient temperature, heat can transfer in all directions,
making thermal modeling quite challenging. Furthermore, the thermal characteristics
of the LVR motor are complex due to its mode of operation, i.e. time-varying power
dissipation and forced convection induced by motion. Although [3] has investigated
related issues for a permanent magnet linear motor, thermal analysis of the LVR
motor has not been reported. Since the peak temperature of this device is the major
concern in manufacturing automation applications, the continuous periodic mode
operation and steady-state temperatures are the main focus in this study.
As a first step, the LVR motor under consideration only operates with continuous
periodic excitation and long-stroke reciprocating motion, resulting in forced convec-
tion that helps the cooling (natural convection is small in comparison to the forced
convection induced by long-stroke motion). In addition, this allows modeling simplifi-
cations based on rms velocity and symmetry. The accuracy of the thermal resistance
model is verified by a finite element analysis (FEA) that solves the Heat Equation
coupled with the Navier-Stokes Equations. Some materials are repeated here for
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Figure 94: LVR motor (upper half only).
coherence despite previously presented in Appendix C.
D.1 Thermal Resistance Model
The main sources of power loss in electromechanical systems are: (i) copper losses, (ii)
iron losses from eddy currents and hysteresis, and (iii) friction losses from mechanical
contacts and windage. In this study, only copper losses due to continuous periodic
motion are considered.
The primary components in the thermal network are the windings and the steel.
Thermal resistances are modeled with the following assumptions to simplify the net-
work:
• The heat generated in the coils is uniformly distributed and conducts in radial
directions within cross sectional planes.
• Heat only conducts vertically in steel which results in isothermal layers along
the longitudinal direction.
• Heat convection occurs only at certain surfaces exposed to air, depending on
dimension and orientation.






Figure 95: Homogeneous block and equivalent thermal resistance.
D.1.1 Homogeneous Material









where k is the thermal conductivity and A is the cross section area normal to the
heat flow direction x. For a block of homogeneous material as shown in Figure 95,





where L is the length of the block. Although this model assumes isothermal surfaces
normal to the direction of heat flow, it greatly simplifies the network topology and
can reasonably predict hot spots of the motor. Homogeneous regions of steel and air
gap may be modeled in this way.
D.1.2 Windings
The windings are constructed from multiple turns of wire that has a copper core
surrounded by electrical insulation (polyurethane, polyester, aluminum oxide, etc.)
and coated with adhesive material (epoxy, polyester, etc.). When these windings









Figure 96: Winding structure and its simplified model.
additional layers of insulation sheet (paper, cotton, etc.) are used to provide surface
protection.
Since the copper is uniformly distributed within the winding, the copper cores
will be modeled as a single rectangular block with matched cross section area as
shown in Figure 96. The layers of electrical insulation (polyurethane) and adhesive
material (epoxy) are grouped together into a single layer to simplify the model. The
outer-most layer of insulation sheet remains unchanged.
The copper core is modeled as an ideal heat source
q = rI2rms (320)
where r is the electrical resistance of the copper and Irms is the rms value of the phase
current passing through the coil during one operational period. Since the phase
currents normally vary according to the motion profile and the control system, Irms
is calculated from the periodic current profile obtained by dynamic simulation. Heat
capacitance is not needed when modeling the heat source because only steady-state
temperatures are considered.
The remaining layers of polyurethane/epoxy and insulation sheet are modeled as
one-dimensional thermal resistances using the structure shown in Figure 97. From
(318), this leads to
R =
L ln(Do/Di)
kw(Do −Di) , Do 6= Di (321)








Figure 97: Homogeneous layer of winding material.
D.1.3 Convective Heat Transfer
Convective heat transfer occurs where motor surfaces are exposed to air. For the
LVR motor, convective heat transfer takes place throughout the entire structure and





where h is the average film coefficient of the particular surface and A is the surface
area exposed to the cooling air. The average film coefficient is conventionally obtained





where L is the characteristic length. The Nusselt number is geometry dependent and
can be obtained experimentally or by solving the boundary layer equations.
Since the LVR motor operates with continuous periodic motion, only forced con-
vection due to relative air flow is considered. To simplify the relative periodic fluid
flow dynamic, the inflow air velocity is assumed to be constant in one direction toward
surface 4 of the structure shown in Figure 98, and equal to the rms motor velocity
(i.e. the constant velocity that yields identical kinetic energy over one period). On
average, half of the motor would experience this airflow, and structural symmetry is
imposed as shown by the dashed line.


















Figure 99: Airflow over (a) a flat surface and (b) a noncircular cylinder.
flow over a flat surface as shown in Figure 99(a). The correlation for calculating the
average heat transfer coefficient is given by [75]














where u is the upstream air velocity, L is the length along the flat surface, ν is the
kinematic viscosity of air and α is the thermal diffusivity of air. Air flow over surfaces
2, 3, and 4 in Figure 98 will be modeled as a cross flow over a noncircular cylinder as
shown in Figure 99(b), and the correlation for calculating the average heat transfer












Figure 100: Teeth of the LVR motor having a fin-like structure.
where D is the equivalent diameter. From Figure 98, D is the depth (thickness) of the
motor measured horizontally along surface 4. All air-related coefficients are evaluated
at the film temperature (average of the surface(s) and ambient temperature).
D.1.4 Toothed Structure
The toothed structures of the LVR motor are fin-like structures, with thermal resis-






ηo = 1− NAfAt (1− ηf )
ηf = tanh(mLc)/mLc
Lc = lt + wt/2
Af = 2dLc





where h is the previously discussed average film coefficient, N is the number of fins,
Ab is the surface area of the fin base, d is the device depth, and the dimension
parameters wt, wv and lt are shown in Figure 100. For this particular tooth structure,
Ab = (N − 1)dwv, where N = 3 for the translator and N = 35 for the stator. The
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Figure 101: Thermal resistance model of the LVR motor for steady-state heat
transfer analysis.
D.1.5 Thermal Network Topology
The complete thermal resistance model of the LVR motor is shown in Figure 101.
Nodal temperatures within the windings correspond to the interface between two
adjacent materials. Copper losses are represented by current sources whereas the
ambient temperature is represented by voltage sources. The heat conduction through
homogeneous materials is represented by linear resistors whereas the forced convection
to the ambient temperature is represented by nonlinear resistors due to their surface
temperature dependence.
According to the model, heat generated by copper losses is conducted through the
polyurethane/epoxy layer to the insulation sheet layer. The heat is then transfered
either to the steel or to the air. Perfect thermal contact between the insulation sheet
and the steel is assumed so that both materials share the same temperature at steady-
state. Heat that is transfered to steel is conducted upward to air via the top surface
and the sides of the back iron. The remaining heat is conducted downward passing
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Table 18: Material Properties
Material k ρ Cp
(W/mK) (kg/m3) (J/kgK)
Copper 385 8900 380
Polyurethane 0.216 1300 1800
Epoxy 0.8 1800 900
Insul. sheet 0.18 930 1340
Silicon steel 66.1 7800 434
Table 19: Motor Parameters
Parameter Symbol Value
Device depth d 50 mm
Tooth width wt 5 mm
Valley width wv 5 mm





Tooth length lt 5 mm
Pole length lp 10 mm
Back length lb 15 mm
Stator length ls 15 mm




Teeth per pole nt 3
Number of turns N 200
Wire size (AWG) w 21
Poly./epoxy thickness - 0.5 mm
Insul. sheet thickness - 0.25 mm
the air gap to the stator.
The average film coefficient associated with the top surface is calculated using the
surface temperature of surface 1 in Figure 98. The surface temperatures of surface 2,
3 and 4, used for the average film coefficient calculation, are obtained by averaging
multiple associated nodal temperatures. Parameters used to compute thermal resis-
tances are listed in Tables 18-19. For the combined polyurethane/epoxy layer, the
material properties are averaged.
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D.2 Steady-State Thermal Analysis
At steady state, the temperature rise due to copper loss directly relates to the peri-
odic currents passing through the copper coils as well as the convective coefficients
that characterize cooling. Therefore, steady-state thermal analysis using the thermal
network model requires knowledge of rms current Irms in (320), and rms air velocity
urms for calculating the convective coefficients from (324) and (326). Both Irms and
urms, however, depend on the control system and the motion profile in a complex
way. For example, an aggressive motion profile demands larger force and hence larger
copper loss, but this also results in larger velocity and hence larger cooling effect.
Dynamic simulation is needed to proceed.
D.2.1 Control System for Periodic Motion
The control system considered in this paper is suitable for position control with pe-
riodic motion trajectories. It is based on the dq theory of classical synchronous
reluctance motors, and it makes use of sinusoidal reluctance and ideal material ap-
proximations [79].
The phase voltages are proportional to measured current errors, i.e.
vj = ki(i
d
j − ij) (329)
where idj is the desired phase current and ki is a positive feedback gain. The desired
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(Ld − Lq) (332)
is a force constant, pt is the tooth pitch, and Ld and Lq are constant inductances
discussed in [79]. The desired force is chosen according to
F d = Bu + M
(
ẍd + kd(ẋ
d − u) + kp(xd − x)
)
(333)
where B is the viscous friction coefficient, u is the motor velocity, M is the moving
mass, (xd, ẋd, ẍd) is the desired trajectory and (kp, kd) are positive feedback gains.
The implementation of this control algorithm and simulation examples are further
discussed in [80].
D.2.2 Linear Motor Operational Profile
Consider the “s-curve” motion profile shown in Figure 102. This motion profile is
typically specified by choosing feasible values of maximum jerk jmax, maximum ac-
celeration amax, maximum velocity umax, desired displacement X
d and optional dwell
time td. The desired periodic trajectory x
d considered here is obtained by combining
two s-curve motion profiles for position: 0 → Xd and Xd → 0. With the use of control
software described earlier and the pre-specified motion profile, the steady-state peri-
odic response, and hence the values of Irms and urms, can be obtained from dynamic
simulation.
The dynamic response of the LVR motor is shown in Figure 103 for the choice
jmax = 300 m/s
3, amax = 15 m/s
2, umax = 1.25 m/s, X
d = 200 mm, td = 0.1 s,
(kp, kd) = (6400,160), and the remaining simulation parameters found in [80]. Notice
that the rms values of the three phase currents are practically identical because of
the long-stroke periodic motion profile used. This will allow further use of symmetry
when FEA is employed to validate the results. For thermal analysis, the effect of
































Figure 102: Motion profile using an s-curve.
velocity taken equal to the rms motor velocity obtained through dynamic simulation.
This subsequently reduces the periodic transient thermal analysis problem coupled
with electrical and mechanical dynamics to the much simpler steady-state thermal
analysis problem with constant airflow. Since the thermal time constant is usually
several orders of magnitude larger than the electrical and mechanical time constants,
thermal analysis can proceed independently after the values of Irms and urms are
known.
D.2.3 Implementation
Since the average film coefficients depend on surface temperatures, certain thermal
resistances in Figure 101 are nonlinear. Consequently, nodal analysis of the TRM
involves iteration. Iteration is initiated by assuming all convective surfaces have
temperature 320 K. Under this assumption, the set of nodal equations for Figure 101
will take a linear form
Ax = b (334)
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Figure 103: Dynamic response during one operating period of 0.8 s, with rms
velocity and rms currents superimposed.
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where A is a matrix of thermal resistances, x is a vector of nodal temperatures, and b
is a vector of heat sources, i.e. the copper losses. This set of linear equations is solved
to determine all nodal temperatures. The computed temperatures for the convective
surfaces are used to update (334), and the process is repeated until the assumed and
computed convective surface temperatures agree to within 0.5 K.
D.2.4 Single-Node Thermal Resistance Model
The single-node TRM, where the motor is regarded as a homogeneous body, can be
derived from the existing TRM using simplifying assumptions and circuit reduction,
as illustrated in Figure 104. First, the steel elements are replaced by short circuits
because metal is usually a much better heat conducting material. Notice that all non-
linear elements become linear once the TRM is solved through the iterative process.
Then the network topology is reconfigured into a fewer number of lumped elements
in Figures 104(b)-(c), where within each node group: (1,2,3), (4,5,6) and (7,8,9,) they
are assumed to have the same nodal temperature.
Through circuit analysis of Figure 104(c), the hot spot temperature Th of the LVR
motor is determined to be




where qj is the copper loss of phase j calculated according to (320), and the equivalent




R0 + R1 (336)
This is the same thermal resistance mentioned in Section 1.1 of Chapter 1 that is
required to transform Watt to Kelvin. Note that both (335) and (3) are consistent.
D.3 Finite Element Analysis
To verify the results from the thermal resistance model, FEA computation is con-
































Figure 104: Derivation of the single-node thermal resistance model of the LVR
motor: (a) steel is modeled by short circuit, (b) network reconfiguration, (c) simplified
network topology and (d) single-node TRM.
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of two coupled PDEs is more efficient because the middle step of calculating the
convective coefficients from the velocity field solution for use in the heat equation is
bypassed. Consequently, this reduces the chance of numerical errors.
D.3.1 PDE Formulation
The steady-state incompressible flow Navier-Stokes equations are given by
−µ∇2u + ρ(u · ∇u) +∇p = 0
∇ · u = 0
(337)
where ρ is the fluid density, µ is the dynamic viscosity, p is pressure, and u is the
velocity field vector. The steady-state heat equation is given by
∇ · (−k∇T ) = Q− ρCpu · ∇T (338)
where T is the temperature, Q is the heat generation per unit volume, and Cp is the
specific heat at constant pressure. The radiation effect is assumed to be negligible
because of the small temperature difference between surfaces.
D.3.2 Computational Settings and Post Processing
Computation is performed using the commercial software COMSOL [77], which is
capable of solving the coupled equations of (337) and (338) simultaneously in multi-
physics mode. When solving the incompressible flow equation, the inflow air velocity
is assumed to be constant, and equal to the rms velocity of the motor. Although
solving for the fluid flow over a stationary body is different from solving for a moving
body through stagnant air, the former problem greatly simplifies the model, and a
previous investigation shows good agreement with experimental results [3]. Because
of symmetry and periodic motion, the geometry shown in Figures 105-106 is solved in
2D mode with the parameters listed in Tables 18 and 19 and the boundary conditions
listed in Table 20. The air flow through the air gap regions is neglected when (338)
is solved in order to simplify the model. Although in 2D analysis the end coil is
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Table 20: Boundary Conditions for Steady-State Finite Element Analysis
Mode Boundary Settings
Incompressible 1 Slip/symmetry
Navier-Stokes 2 Inlet velocity
3 No-slip
4 Zero pressure
Convection and 1 Temperature 300 K
Conduction 2 Insulation/symmetry
3 Convective flux
neglected, the heat source Q has the same value in 2D and 3D analysis. Hence, if the
aspect ratio between the depth and width is large, 2D analysis results are reasonably
accurate.
To compare the 2D results from FEA to the 1D results from the thermal net-
work model, the distributed temperatures computed from FEA are averaged along






where Tl is the line averaged temperature along the boundary, and L is the length
of the boundary. In addition, temperatures may also be averaged over the bounded






where A is the area over the integration domain.
D.4 Comparative Simulation Results
The thermal network model is used to analyze the heat transfer characteristics of
the LVR motor under periodic excitation. From the dynamic response shown in
Figure 103, the rms velocity of the LVR motor is 0.79 m/s, and the rms currents are
2.82, 2.78, and 2.81 A. The electrical resistance of the windings is 1.6 Ω per phase
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Figure 105: Boundary conditions for solving the steady-state incompressible flow
Navier-Stokes equations.
Figure 106: Boundary conditions for solving the steady-state heat transfer equation.
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Figure 107: FEA solution of computational fluid dynamics and heat transfer for
the LVR motor.
and Ta = 300 K. Since the rms values of all three phase currents are very similar
(difference is less than 1.5%), symmetry along phase 2 is also imposed in addition
to symmetry along the stator bar when FEA is performed. Note that some of the
motor parameters implemented here may be different from those used in the previous
chapters.
The numerical results from the thermal network model and FEA are listed in
Tables 21 and 22. Since the FEA is conducted in the 2D plane, as shown in Figure 107,
temperature averaging has been used as described above for direct comparison with
the 1D thermal network solution. From these tables, it is clear that the overall
results predicted by the thermal network model match well with the averaged FEA
results; this makes intuitive sense, because the node temperatures of the thermal
network model are intended to represent the average temperatures of each material
and region.
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Table 21: Comparative Thermal Analysis Results, Temperature (K)
Material single-node TRM 2D FEA
TRM (line avg)
Coils (avg) 351.26 351.27 350.44
Phase 1 coil (outside)
Insul. sheet–steel - 344.19 340.18
Insul. sheet–air - 346.39 346.61
Epoxy–insul. sheet - 349.07 348.03
Copper–epoxy - 351.26 350.74
Phase 1 coil (inside)
Insul. sheet–steel - 344.19 340.52
Insul. sheet–air - 346.39 348.77
Epoxy–insul. sheet - 349.07 347.56
Copper–epoxy - 351.26 350.21
Phase 2 coil (inside)
Insul. sheet–steel - 344.26 340.87
Insul. sheet–air - 347.33 348.86
Epoxy–insul. sheet - 349.11 347.75
Copper–epoxy - 351.30 350.37
Steel
Top surface - 344.03 340.50
Back iron bar - 344.08* -
Stator - 304.95 306.54
* Averaged three nodes.
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Table 22: Area Averaged and Maximum Temperature (K) from FEA
Material 2D FEA 2D FEA
(area avg) (max)
Phase 1 coil (outside)
Insul. sheet 346.43 350.30
Epoxy 349.31 350.75
Copper 350.74 350.75
Phase 1 coil (inside)
Insul. sheet 346.04 350.29
Epoxy 348.82 350.24
Copper 350.23 350.23
Phase 2 coil (inside)




Back iron/pole 343.40 340.90
Stator 308.41 310.19
The node temperatures along the phase one coil are plotted in comparison with
the FEA data at y = 0.02275 m in Figure 108. The largest temperature difference is
at the contact between the insulation sheet and steel. Due to the lack of the third
dimension in 2D FEA, the results reported here do not consider the corresponding
additional heat source and additional cooling surface area; for that purpose, 3D FEA
must be employed.
The node temperatures along the phase one coil are plotted in comparison with the
FEA data at x = 0.0575 m in Figure 109. The overall temperature predictions are less
accurate in steel regions. The discrepancy in the stator temperature is mainly due to
the limited length of the stator bar drawn in FEA that results in higher temperature.
If the length of the stator bar is extended in the FEA model, its temperature will
decrease toward the ambient temperature. Nonetheless, the thermal network model
successfully predicts the hot spot of the LVR motor, the most critical aspect of this
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Figure 108: Temperature profile of the LVR motor from thermal network model
and FEA results for y = 0.02275 m (see Figure 107).
study, within 1 degree.
The single-node TRM result is also compared with the TRM and FEA results
using the average temperature of three coil windings, as shown in Tables 21. The
single-node TRM result shows great agreement with a slight deviation from the TRM
result because of the absence of the steel elements to simplify the thermal circuit.
The node grouping also does not greatly affect the average coil temperature because
the electrical load is equally distributed among all windings. The numerical value of
the equivalent thermal resistance of the LVR motor is Req = 2.722 K/W.
D.5 Conclusion
A thermal resistance model of the LVR motor has been developed assuming one-
dimensional heat conduction in the steel and radial heat conduction in the windings.
The heat convection of the motor structure is estimated using the rms velocity of
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Figure 109: Temperature profile of the LVR motor from thermal network model
and FEA results for x = 0.0575 m (see Figure 107).
the periodic motion profile. The long-stroke motion results in similar phase current
excitations and similar rms currents, further allowing the use of symmetry in the
FEA solution. The thermal resistance model predicts the hot spot within 1 degree
with a maximum discrepancy of 4 degrees in steel. A 3D FEA could be carried out
to obtain a more accurate numerical reference and hence provide more insight for
further improvement of the thermal network model.
The equivalent thermal resistance of the LVR motor is calculated by simplifying
the existing TRM to obtain the single-node TRM. The hot spot temperature predicted
by the single-node TRM corresponds to the average coil temperature from both the
TRM and FEA results. However, this development is not yet complete because only
long-stroke motion is considered in this study. Future improvements may consider
short-stroke motion that requires natural convection for cooling and inclusion of the
thermal contact resistance between different materials.
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